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When you can measure what you are speaking about,
and expresa it !n numbers, you know something about it.
When you cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in numbers,
your knowledge is of a meager and unsatisfactory kiwi.
It may e the beginning of knowledire, but you have scarcely
in your thoughts advanced to the stage of science.

Lord Kelvin
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INTRODUCTION

Scientific data are not taken for museum purposes;
they are taken as a basis for doing something.

If nothing is to he done with the data,
then there La no use collecting any.

W. Edwards Demtng

One of the most frequent "question-statement" challenges an administrator
or a technical subject-mactet specialist is likely to make to the scientific
approach to survsyine La -

Why should I bother to go throcieh statistical mumbo-jumbo in
order to gather and analyze data: I know my field, I have a
"feel" for the situation in my area, and I know where to go to
as* questions to aupplemenc my own personal knowledge. How can
:)utsiders who aelect names; from a hook of numbers or a deck of
cards, instead of voing to the places I recommend, possibly come
up with findings better than mine?

Although he may not aay All af the above aloud, be sure he thinks iti

There are of course several ways to make decisions without resorting to
scientific statistical sample surver::

I. Cuess
2. Rely on preyloes experience and/or memory
3. Use logic. or "common-sense"
4. Make "apot ch.!ck" And -iudgement" surveys
5. Take a l00% survey

Many good decisions have been made using these approaches. Unfortunately,
many bad ones have also teen made. the dialculty with non-scientific
approaches is that thee are usually very biased, even thouO twat intentionally
so. Despite the fact that the Jar reported in spot checks may be accurate,
there 13 no AsAurance that the c Lesions drawn from it are valid and
reliable. U3trig such information 4s a basis for making program management
decisions Ls therefore a risky thing -- though again no one can say how
risky.

Scientific Sampline ie the use of ejlicient and effective systematic methods
for collecting, interpreting and oresenting data tn a quantitative manner
to facilitate understanding. Scien,ific sampling ts not infallible, but
bias can be eliminated to a great extent, and the probability of being
correct ascertained. At the other extreme, 100% surveys are expensive,
time consuming, and often impossible to conduct.

The prime purpose of scientific sample surveying is to assist program
management and policy decision making. If sufficient secondary data&
relevant to the piroblem is already available, it may be used as the basis
for decision-making. If s.-condary data is unavailable, or insufficient
for the purpose, primary data2 -bould be collected. Thus the need for a
survey is created.

1 Data orieinally rathered by someone else.
2 New and orieinal data.

7
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ADVANTACES OF SCIENTIFIC OVER NON-SCIENTIFIC SAMPLING

Uriess appropriate s;:ientific methods are used in the collection of data,
statistics zan be discredited in the eyes of management. Undue confidence
placed in incemplete or inappropriate data may lead to wrong decisions
being made.

Before we go any further then, I want to aummarize the Why. of scientific

sampling. The rest .)f the booklet will emphasize How.

Principal reasons for selen,ific Disadvantages of judgement samplinA
sampline

1. Bias aad su`,1ectivity in

selecting aample t:niC3 L3
minimized.

I. Although seemingly logical,
personal biases can severely
limit the data collected, the
findings may be invalid, and
subsequent utilization can lead
to gross errors in policy and
program management.

2. Precise quantitative statement.; 2. The validity of "judgement" data
can be made rewarding how closely cannot be estimated.
the sample can be expected to
reflect. the Te,pk.lation from

which it is drawn.

3. The pr9h4t-ility of .trect 3. The degree af accur4g1 of
(4r incorreL-t) CA:t -iudeement" data comsat be

qeantified.

It ig and

econ..)mic4l, ;ince th..

ot sample n..c.ei.Jarv r

management'i
be calcular,d.

The sample drawn by a "judgement"
may be much lareer than necessary
Co d.) the job (and consequently
wasteful of resources), or too
amall to reflect the situation
ccurately, which io addition
t) waating resources will also
fall to provide management with
an adequate assessment.

In short, the daltdi:v ,- i ;deement" sample is renerally limited to the
sample populari,n prolec'ed a larger population
with any degrer 11 :).1:1J01,,-.

Furthermore, Sampling generally more accurate than 1)07. enumeration
and much more practical. This is so because there are many different
xources of errnrs in any enumeration of mass data. For example. varying
interpretations by man- people of a common guideline, incompleteness of
responses, erro-s in processing the data, delays in processing because of
the volume. 'Stich cau!;..1 )f error rire not easily ;:ontrolled, hence the
smaller :he sample, 1-le 1P,;:i opportunity for mistakes to enter. Thus, a
caref,Illv rvf.n thou;Yli small. iS 3n invaluable aid in
praeram manAgemertt, An 701:cy making,

8
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THE FIVE MAJOR STEPS IN CONDUCTING A STATISTICAL SURVEY

/ CLARIFY THE PURPOSE AND DEFINE THE OBJECTIVES

Il PLAN AND ORGANIZE THE SURVEY

III CONDUCT THE SURVEY

IV EVALUATE THE FINDINGS

V PRESEM THE RESULTS

Ench of thesi: it,cpv will be dlicussed in more detail in the
following pag,tt.

9



CIARLYY THE PURPOSE AND DEFINE THE OBJECTIVES

a Furposo/Problem Statement Surveys are usually requested to provide
answers for management on problems they are encountering. Sometimes
they: tab no pa:titular "problem"; management 3u5t wants to be kept
informed ut the statu t. of key areas of a project's implementation.
In any event, your first taek is to develop a concise statement of
toe purpose )r problem Frequenzly, management's request I. only
half formulated, ambiguous, a statement of observed symptoms or

iia !hat bother them and often it is expressed as a question.
Get )e:,ut guidance clear on what you are to study before you go any
further, or you will waste a lot of time and effort. Once the purpose
or prohlem haa been stated in an oblective mariner the need for 4
study !)tecOM.4 cleerer, and che detailed survey questions can be
tormulated.

b. Use qhy does management want the study? Often managet rra has not
thought through the use ta which the answers to their questions will
b.! 211c ,nce they have been obtained. However, until you and they do
understand and have defined how they intend to use it, you will be
hempere6 in determininv the kinds of questions to ask, and the
manner in which the findings should be presented.

C. Importance How tmvortant does manavemeia consider the need for
answers! Once this t; established, you helve a basis for establishing
prtorities, determintrip limitations and obtaining personnel, equipment
and rendinv st.oport

d. Accuracy How accurate do the results need to be in order to meet
manaement's ohiectises. Data collection and analysis is, tilde
consuming ind expensive. Accuracy can only be obtained at a price,
io llmtn'ahine returns for expended effort are always present at
the hipher lAleis, Minimizing rime and cost aspects should be an
Important snsideratton,

Timine When Joeq manavement want the results? Deadlines are important.
If 7"!-e answer is r.(:eive,t after the need for it, the entire effort may
pr)ve no nAtter how accurate the report, or beautiful its
presencatItn.

f. Cost What is th. '.udget limitation ior this survey?

When trade-offs hive to he made hetween accuracy, timing and cost, the various
options should he disc-ssed wtth management before the study not offer-P(1
up as excusee 1:ter-wards for a less than adequate tohl

1 0



/I PLAN AND ORGANIZE THE SURVEY

mAjog ASPECTS TO CONSIDEF

a. Adminietrative What funds, staff, equloment and administrative
coordination are necessary and available to conduct the survey?

b. Technical

I. Data Once the problem ts understood, you should formulate
a number of logical explanations (hypotheses) of what caused
it. This in turn gives direction co the kind of questions
that need to be asked in order to reaolve which (if any) of
the hypotheses are correct.

Caution: Failure to take this step, may result in the
gathering and compilation of a lot of data only to learn
later that they offer no solution to your problem!

a. What specific dats are needed in order to answer
che various hypotheses presented.

b. What secondary data Is already available and can
be utilized -- to obviate collecting data that
already exists.

c Source What is ths most appropriate source for
obtaining the required data.

d. Method of Collection

I. Secondary source statistics
2. Aaalysis of secondary source data
3. Personal interview
4. Mail questionnaire
S. Personal measurement by survey staff
6. Personal observation by survey staff

2. Questionnaire Format Design and formatting of questionnaires is
important as it Improves accuracy in recording date. Wherever
possible this should be pretested before actual use.

3. Master L'ets If the sample is to be taken from established master
lists, copies must be located.

4. Work Schedule A work schedule for completing each major step of
the survey must be prepared at the outset, and then adhered to,
in order to complete the work in time for management s use.

Sample Size and Distribution An appropriate sempte size mutt
be determined. Too la,7::e a sample will be wasteful of resources
(time, money and people), while one too small, and or drewn in
a biased manner may produce invalid results.

Most of the above require tittle or no forther elaboration in a handbook of
this nature. Qoestionnaire and Sample Size determination will be covered
in more depth on C,e following pagei.

1 1



THE QUEST IONHA LRE

There Le no iuch thing as an "ideal" eueationnaire. queetiens and formats
can be ma varied am people. Nevertheless there are certain useful ground
rOi,ea that can "acititate their construction. I eill only cover the type
,tf questionnalre that a tratned interviewee would use to record information
for manual ::abulatien, as this is the Must likely form that will be
utilized !7'y NPAC in the immediate future.

QVESTIONS

a. iIngle Purpose Whenever possible, limit the su:vey to a "single
purpose". A poor, ',It frk:wleor, practi:'e ii ta try to accomodate
the needs of several difierent manaeement groups in one survey,
rettonaltzing that "it doesn't take euch longer to ask another
question while yot ire there" and "it is cheaper than running a
separate servey" etc. Unfertunately, a "mulci.purpose shopping
expedition- useelly couit,. in a cumbersome census-type document
that may never he coMpletely analyzed, hut which will effeetively
hinder che eathertnv and processing of data for the primaiy intended
purpose. Furthermere, e sample survey that Is properly structured
to Meet a spcific leed LA ernerally not a suitable vehicle for
answertne quirlons from the same sample base.
Consequentl,,, even ti is analyzed, much of the additional data
moy be invalid.

b. Plan Ahead Work planniee the questionrotre in terms
of the finel report tbet , will he ereceecing to management. This
will enable vee acalr- ,:hether the rieht quenti )ns have been
teceded Qhi.tt .iI I privido rb. iwiwern requested.

Limit rhe Numbet 1.e,eten anki-1 takes time (and costs money)
to ask, proiels 3nd ina!yt,. MAnave-lent's ability to ask questions
will elways exceed ite itatt's capacity to provide answers. Therefore
be s:lective. Screen elch eripo,,ed questiee earefully and decide
whether i.he rennondent is the aupropriato source for the answer, or
whether , ach Answer :An eoce rcedily ebtained elsewhere,

d. Avoid -teedinz' CuesrAmin 'eany peeple cuter their answers to please
the rieeeti3ner. Theo, cW hihei .'1-v think he wants to hesr.
Othere will -h.liheretely distert their enewers deeending how they
perceive the answer. may eeed. Yee c.ircor 01,minate all eroblema
in thin ate.), "e.t vee or Impro0 rhe 'Oct iereiiderably be being
carefii to phra;-, v,ur .:. 1, d 1'4 possible to avoid
hinting ar the "deslteiblc" 'newer.

e. Avoid "Memore" r,ly an iadividual's
recell and eennot 'e ..erified in any mconingftml way are likely to
have a hieh deeree of inaccuracy.

f. Cross Ch,?ck Queeticn: If there is likely tc a stre element of
doubt or dtctortion in !he enewer, proiide for setme oblec.tively
eerifiable crens c:heck questions, if possible.

g. Clarity Even thoeeh the question Is clear to y,1u, and you know
precisely what mean 'Pi ir, -rake sure that ,Ichers will Interpret
it In the same way etherwine, each surveyer will interpret it In

the field in hii own term:, and you may end up with confusine and/or
useless results. If nec,crtary, rephrane the question, and/or provide
additional guidance vhet it mean5:. ,1efinitions. etc.

h. Pre-test your quentilnn er -Iwrs imef,)ro decidt e on the exact wording
to be tiled in the quentlenna.re.

12



FORMAT

The following guide:ines re provided. to facilitate both the gathering
and tabulation of the data.

a. Identification E4ch luestion a.oci possible response should he uniquely
identified, with either a number, lettez, or both, so that.they may
be readily referred co in the processing and analytical stage without
repetition or reference to th subject mitter itself.

I. Question
7

a. Yes.
b. No

b. Multiple Choice Structure the format 40 that ss Lastly questions As
possible can be answered with a chek moee. Spell out categories
in which responses are expected.

2. Question Always
1 b. -- Sometimes

C. Uever

c Numbers When numbers are required for an answer, indicate the unit that
is required. Leave apace for raw data to be recorded in other units.
Often in the fi.tid responses are not in term.; of the units desired, and
recalculation must 5e dour prior to t.abillation. If oo spr.ce is available.
the raw ?ata may be inserted where the standardized unit response should
go. which leads to errovs.

3. Question ..... Metric tone

d. Spacing Leave otency t space" around each response. The answer
is going o be F1.11d in uncle): field conditions. tot st=11 typing. Also
make allowance,: for cosments by the tnterviericr.

Block Answeis thk manner ror recording answers. Usually, a
left hand or rig : coll.mn is easier to: proc2ssino than responses
scattered thrcu;nr-.11 rh. fora, or on J line. For multiple responses
of varng lnyt. t: is es7ier to Petit iecord and tabulate Cie answers
when che i,reedcs, rather thJn followe the item. For example

4. a. Yes Quesion! .... . ..........
b. No
c. Don't kasyw

Instead of.-

4. Question

4. Quegrioni . .

a. Yes

...

h No c. Don't know

a. Yes
b. No
.7. Don't know

A recent 'wryer fo:m.it nt,,c is shown on the follawinr page.

1 3
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MASAGANA 99 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION TYSTEM
DATA VERiFICATION SURVET

November 1974

I. MOAS 99 Nectaros Rtpc..cted PLANT1D as of June 30

2. Mas 99 Fie,..cares Reported PLANTED as ot July 31

3. Mos 99 liare 16etivrted AARVESTED as of October 31

4. Man 99 Hertaren HARVESTED AS PETCENTAGZ OF JUNE
PLANTINGS

5. mas 39 Hcctar Report4:d .i\IIVESTED AS A PERCENTAGE OF
JULY PLANTINGS

NwoiNEsiF fol A?PARENT FAR1R in 4 or 5 above.

FIELD comar 3n : Asta and hypothesis, and/or
rrAlon toc app4.ert et:r

8. 4.1, Pr,cin,Lal .AERACF ?IELD roported, Cavans/Hectare

9. .:1;Nr: on Nas EiT1MATED AV7.RAGE Y/FLD

11 FIELD 2fntmeTr on aooracy of reported yield and reason
f't appore:.nt Pruor.

11 "o: 19 Mu...1 11V j, A.r...; ;coot-fed F lanced as of October 31

12. Com:1132 Ac_ta-P43 4,norted lar,.ested as of
1)4 t-.Ar 3!

13 .1%.,NDEX: (a,)P damage (II minus 12)

'4.1 4.1 Pup :111:x Lorogz.d

nJ, 11 F.,t1T,.tvd s7ANDIN,; ,:d0.? AFTER DAMAGE (14 minus 13)

I. FIELD COMMENT F:timott"i 9 STANDING CROP AFTER DAMAGE
if s1o're k.3ns10.-rod 3n fQ,:ention if reported
dunag " p;.o-.41nce and Question if
r,ported (I'MWe (71:0.11vnt Lltal l'atnape or includes
nortt4:

17. FIELD CCAMM Litimatce
Standin

I. E;timtr,:1 7,1A-:yo raltinp al of October 31

Ecfimaced /' iCm I it V HorvcsfinK as of October 31

2). r.st:tnatkil 0.!.;

21. E....[Imatd n,'rt D.'mape Ha

22. Estim.ted Crp

23. Entimw.cd EOTFUTIAL Yi:LD lon/Mas Standing Crop

POTENTIAL fIELD of Mas 99

14
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DETERMINING SAMPLE SIZE

itatiacieal methods are generally useless when dealing with one, or only
a few quantitaiive mealutymenta.- It is not possible co prove a point
at :hoed tight an a problem unless a number of measurements or observations
4LV svailahle. At the 'same time, complete counts of a population are
uaually either imposAhle t ) obtain In most instances, or piohlbltively
exaenaive. rhua aampling is resorted to as the most expedient method
tar ant-Litra: daea about a population at a reasonable cost.

What au,. iamPie La aPProPriate for conducting a survey however? AA a
aeneral Pi thumb, statistical techniques can usually by effectively
zalae1 ed2 when at least 30 meaauremcnis ary obtained at random.3 This Is

insufiicient however if we wish co present our findings with any
quenclfiahle degree of confidence.

A great leal ot time, money and effart can be wasted if the size of the
sample is either larger ar mailer than is require-a to meet the specified
aeeds or managment tn aanducting the survey. Mory items than required
woald waste rysourc.s, while fawer items than necessary would also give
reauLti with leal than the required reliability.

First. we must corract two paaular, bu troneaus miaconceptions. It is
aften thought that sampl ,hould be a ale parcentage, sny 57. or 107. of
the population under stady. Secondly, it is often believed that A large
sample should ha taken from A large populatian, 4nd a small sample from
A eaali popoirlin. Neither of these Is correct.

In determinina the size If a sample the actual numerical size is usually
far more important in d.terminirg thy reliability of the results than
th, ns:r,..ntays, size. In fact, if the sample is less than 5 percent of
che populition ud,r tudv, its peraentag, size plays no slunificant
rale in det,rninica

aecondly. vayn if te sample size is thought of in terms of number of
units rather than omk aarcentage of th, total population, the slze of
Elia population itaalf is a minor factor in determining. the slze of the

F:aally, ch. tntaamatius d.riveu tram a survey is based on the actual
unita sel,ered in the sample . Th rasuita however are applicable to the
tatil populatian from whih the sampl. was drawn. therefor, it is

t.) limpl, fr:m as large a populatian as possiblh,
. alv'm the

limitations of ;lomog..neita.

alesetra less eons, p,apl do make auch pidgemen's -- for instance they
will a -_,mmend ,r caademn a particular rastaurent on the basis of
eitinr meal tb r ,v,n though in the long run that mny have

sn amiatal situation, nat typical af "normal" performance.

2 (.:nition "7-hs T r ly enabl,a you to generalize about a situation.
'ut th. ar a, ia not r. virsile. You clanot make specific
int rem:- s iho, t airicular (atia. Far inatance, if it la found
that rh 1-aula imouat af rainfall in Pampaura an AuFust lct over
-he ;30::: f!.J. ha; t)ean 2.11 inchae. qhould not usc this
ra atadiat t.at 1.xt yar it will he 2.13 in, hes.

3 Randomnes4 wil ai eaced in gr

15
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somi ahstc STATISTICAL CONCEPTS

Before we go any further, I want to review some basic statistical
measures and concepts that are used in determining sample size.

AVERAGES

The most frequently used statistical measure for describing masses
of data is the average, beause it reduces the many measurements
to 4 single figure, and makes it possible to generalize about the
situation.

An average is a sinyle Jalue derived from a group of values, which
ts used to typify the group. It should Le borne in mind however,
cha: since it Ls a single value, it does not accurately reflect the
standing of every item in the gc:up. It merely provides a means to
generalize about a mass of data.

This Ls sometimes misunderstood. because the variation around the
average is ipnored. For example. if we state that the average palsy
production in ratnfed are4A ,t Central Luzon is 60 ca/ha, and further
assume that 60 ca/ha enables 4 farmer to meet expenses and make a
reasonahle income, it does not follow that all farmers in rainfed
areas of Central Luzon mak. i reasonable income, only that the average
or typical farmer did. Sole use of the averaye tends to disguise the
fat that many farmers did not attain this standard.

A further pr,hle!!) la that Ilse statistical average may be used to
reoresent groups of situations which are dissimilar. Although the
resultini, mathematical :-alctlation may be correct, it may not present
an accurate or useful picture of either group. For example, given
that -H -he Visayas are experiencing heavy rainfall and flooding,
while Minda'; ! having a drought, it could be stated statistically
that the ,ver. rainfall level for the Philippines st that time was
"Satisfactory" :1r "normal". A first step in calculating an average
therefre ls to separate the various groups to be averaged into
similar gr.wp4, where known, and calculate separate averages for
each group.

There are sev-ral different types of "anderage" in common use (the
"Mean". "Media," and "'Mode") each of which has a special purpose.

1 6



Mean

The "Arithmetic Mean", usually called simply a "Mean", is probably the
most useful and commonly used average. it reflects the summation of
the values of a group, divided by the riumber of items. It is often
described as J mathematical "balance point", thus

A medn

title re

mean
tM A means the "mum of"

x values 3f the items in the group
N number of items in the group

can be readily obtained from a sertes of data as follows:

DATA DATA VALUE
ITEM X

mN 9

Median

Mean :A 624 69.33

9

the 'nediAn is the "mid-point" of :he range of values in a data series.
In the foregoing series, the )! item, "68" is the mddian value.
Since there is an odd number there is no problem. Otherwise we would
have t / rake the mean )f the two middle values.

The median 14 a useful average to employ in dealing with frequency
distributions when the ftrst and/or last grouping is open-ended and
the mid-points 4 these Froups cannot be reasonably estimated, since
the values of the end groups is not required. Furthermore, when
:here are extremely high or law values in a data series clustered
around tbe extreme. It31: of the median will tend to overcome this
distrtion since only the value of the midpoint is significant.

mode

The mode 14 4 "cuocentratton point" - the most frequently occuring
valtie in the data seri,,. Again in our preceding distribution, it
i4 -bd". The mode is often used when dealing with ungrouped, non-
continu.us varialnles. since the average that results is a value that
actually ex(sts rather than A physically impossible calculated value
such 33 5.) children per family, or 1.2 carabao per farm.

It should be remembered that none of the Atl,ve averages is "more
accurate- than the other. Each is a measure of "central tendency"
that can he used onder certain circumstance: to assist in generalizing
about 3 ArMip of data. and the most appropriate one for the
situation should be used.

1 7
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PERCENTAGES AND RANK ORDERING

Many management problems can be answered merely by the use of
percentages. A percentage reduces figures to a standardised scale
of 100, thereby facilitating comparisons, particularly bettreen two
or more series of raw data Orewo from different bases. Tls formula
is:-

100

Where

% percentage
f Item frequency or value
B Base else or value

100 constant (100)

Thus, if we were to review the data indicatad below from six erpsal
areas, of the number of farmers using tractors. the Awe of the
percentage would be more meaningful then the rem data, hiehlightina
the differences and simplifying comparisons and renk ordering.

No. Farmers No. Farmers % Using Rank
ARIA Interviewed Using Tractors Tractors Order

A 86 8 9.3 5
8 so 7 8.8° 6
C 60 7 11.7 3
D 40 5 12.5 2
it 20 3 15.0 1
F 9 1 11.1 4

Rank ordering, is tme final step to provide the answer to the manager
who wants to know the sequence standings -- who is firet'and who is
last. In comparing many series of data, often the rank ordering is
of more importance to management thcn the actual technical program
data itself. Note however that rank ordering merely indicates the
sequence -- J.: does not indicate the magnitude or the spread
between each rank.

A fine point in rank ordering is that when there are "ties" fo7 any
position, the rank ordor should be arithmetically averaged rather than
assigning the most fe.torable appearia3 rank; and subsequent ranks are
unaffected. set the table below for further tlarificatioa.

PERCENTAGE CORRECT EXAMPLES OF
SCORE RANK MEL_ INCORRECT

RAM ORDULNG

80 1 1 1
65 2.5 2 2
65 2.5 2 2
60 4 4 3
40 5 5 4

1 8



"THE "NORMAL DISTR INT ION CURV E"

Although no two situations are ever exactly alike. statisticians
have discovered that the frequency distributions of processes that
can be repeated many times under similar conditions, (each occurrence
of which is affected in minor ways by natural common factors and/or
chance), tend to form general symmetrical "bell-shaped" distribution
pattern. This I. known as the "Normal Distribution Curve". It is
inappropriate to attempt to explain the statistical basis for the
normal distribution in this booklet. Suffice it to state that
many frequency distributions developed in the analysis of agricultural
situations are symmetrical and unimodal, approximating the normal
curve, and it is thus a useful statistical concept ahose properties
wa can employ.

Probability of Deviation from the Mean

A major feature of the normal curve is in determining the extent to
which any range of data differs from the mean. This is done by
measuring the area under the curve, from the mean to the value of
the data items in question.

The normal curve has certain properties. The distance from the mean
co mny point is measured in terms of a unit known as the Standard
Deviation. Because of its shape, the proportions under the curve
in terms oi standard deviations are constant, regardless of the actual
data values. For example 1 SD + mean covers an area of 68.26% of
the total area under the curve. Similarly the areas under the curve
At 2 and 3 standard deviations are standardised percentages as
indicated below. A more complete range of values is indicated in
Table 3 on page 72.

I \

I

( :;:,) 51.26%

+ 2 sD 19!.44

J
i

* 3 SD 99.74
-3 -2 -I Mean 1 2 3

Note that the shape of the normal curve is such that it approaches,
but never touch.. the "x" axis, but for practical purposes, it is
mot necessary to go beyond 3 standard deviations in either direction.

1 9



THE STANDARD DEVIATION

Previously, we discussed the use of various average: (mean, median and
mode), an *measures of central tendency-. We also observed a major
limitation, namely rhat the variation around that average was ignored,
which could lead to distorted impressions of the true situation.

Averages, such as average rate of seeding per hectare, average rates of
fertilization, average yields, averagt price per cavan, average loan,
average repayment rate, etc. etc,, are all familiar and useful measures
in oformulating recommendations for agricultural programs, and in their
management. However, we recognize that no two specific situations are
exactly alike. For instance, even if both farmer Cruz and farmer
Rodriguez were to follow the same guidelines to prodoce 1 rice crop,
because of the many differences in their personal situatuns and attitudes,
the natural factors which exist, and the chance occurrences which may
affect either, they are both likely to obtain differing yields.

For program analysis snd management purposs. the extent of the differences
is extremely ignificant. Theefsre, in addition to the foregoing averages
another unit of measurement is ecessar provides a quantitative
"measure of disperlion". This is the Stendard Deviation, and
is derived from the mean and %ne freuency distribution itself.

The formula for calculatioa, Stindard Deviation from SIMPie-Random
Samples for ungrouped d,t4 ti di

iThe re

, Standard Deviation
d difference from the mean
N number of items in the group

Let Us illuerrat- ar this formula with an example.

Find the Standard Ueviition of this group of five numbers- 10,20,25,40,
80. By addition, 7he ;um of the numbers 1!. 175, and the mean is

1'5
33

5

The difference e.sch Jalue from the mean is shown in the table below.
TO cltminjrp rr- influence of rhe 1: signs to obtain the sum, the
difference Ic quared, and lacer the square root is taken. Thus

A ?, C D
Item :tem V11,e )ifference Difference

fr)m Mean(d) Squared(d2)

1 13 - 25 625
2 20 - 15 225
3 25 - 10 100
4 40 + 5 25
5 MO + 45 2025

a

N . 5 175 ,.. d' 300(1
.- _.

By substituting i:, the form,la,1 the standard deviati-)n is calculated

3090
74. r.),.nc!,1 ) f

Since the mean If 7he 11.-Irrihution Wal this- new measure talln us
that 10.5 ts -1e stani:ard deviatin less than the mean, (35 - 24.5) and
59.5 is one standard deJiation preater than th., mean (35 4, 24.5). We
will, use such measurement,: later in analwttng frequency distributions.

1 Thts is for illustrative purn-oses only. Actually, "111-1" is used
instead of 'Ir. for Fr:ItIps f Lees rhan 30.

2 0
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IMPORTANT MIMI,. FOR DETERMININU SkMPLE SIZE

The most important criteria for determining chic size of sample mre:

1. latent of varisbilityl in the population under study.
2. Amount of ercor that will be tolerated in the findings.
9. The confidence desired when presenting tbe findings, that

the data is accurate.
b. The amount of moony, time and other resources available to

obtain the data, conduct the survey sad process the findings.

The first three of these criteria arc used directly in s formula to
determine sample size Me fourth it a factor at management's
discretion to modify Its specifications of 'b" nd "c".

r tnstanct, Management might warn. to know the production (ea/ha) of
irrigated Timers in Iloilo durirg che 1973- Wet Season.

In plannios the survey, olt .::aing you most determine is:

Sow many hectares sheuld be oni.led En order
to estimate the produc:ikln (csiha of irrigated
farmers to Iloilo for the l97.? Wet Season?

Unfortunately meoagemenc does not us.tolly giv4 precise directiona
when asking questions. It is thera2vre part of your task as the sum-very
designer to acquaint msnageceot lth the tents of eurvey Life, then
assist them in determining the degree of accurscy that will mmet their
requirements, balancing hhat i ible, given the time aud resources
available to comtPlict the survey. Cnly then can you establish an
appropriate sample LAO. Points to ctress arc

a. The final answer will be in terms cf so average, or a
percentage, with variability around this member.

b. No survey can be 1077. iveurate, therefore management
must specify how accurate they need it to be.

c. Warn managceent that accuracy (or anything approaching it)
usually coots excesi.ive:, an4 ta.ha time Then "bargain"
with them to settle Cor somethina less than perfection.:

Practically. if nenagemebt crnoot or vtlt not uake these Judgements,
you sa the designer 1411 have to do their job for them in this
situation.

ta order to determine the appropriate size of sample, you must first
establish the of i:uation to be studied. One of two formulae
can be used, depen4ing upon abecher you see seekina your answer in
tense of en =nal or 22zentaga.

The problem above is otekfcg it: tAttmets gnawer in terms of 12
evera We would expect our final artver to management to state

estimated production of irrioted fermerr in Iloilo for the
1973 Wet Seesen is XX cavenz per

Let us review each of the criteria in tu:1, and what can be done about
quantifying them :or our otoblen.

I ?be amount o: difference between individual membars io the popalation.

21
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VAR IAB EL rrt

N_ent of variability in the population under study. How can you
.le;:erm-rite the varrabrIfty in lite -before you have collected that date?
This Ls a very practical question, and of course the answer is you
cannot! Therefore you have to start with an educated guess. This
:au be based on 4 sample of historical data, experience in-similar
.ltuecions, or "expert" 'pinion. If this iA not poseible, don!c
et.c- the final determination of sample size until you have taken
te. first 30 iamples, when you can use that data to approximate
tte, "tandard devlatlon"Ifor the formula.

ertically, if you have any technical background in the subject you
:r. .Jurveyine, yOu should he able to make"tallpark" estimates of the

aA

Eatimate the ranee extremes (the lower and upper limit cases
t:iat y-so exoet to enc.einter in normal production under
prevailing field ,anditions. Substitute in the following
f.,rmula cc ,,csrain the estimated standard deviation.

Where:

D e Estimated Standard Deviatio,'
b = upper limit of the range
a . lower limit of the rarTe
6 . a constant (6) to be used

in all computations.

r -14ed ,n y,A.r prsteasionol luckement al an agriculturalist,
ese,ei.sr -sperience in Iloilo, y.su mieht expect that the farmere in
.! 'II, pr:iduce between ".)': ta 155 c.a/ha, barring some absolute

foncd,itically high iields.

1

Y.:L.. sr I roended up

If you do not ha.e any technical ba.Apround in the subject matter - cons,.
w;rh in "t.xpert", 3nd rii;cu'i., your neede with him/her.

To not neconw 04erly ccnc..rrivd abaut mathematical precision here --

hest ludgements "voilable. round off to integers2 and get on with
p:b. Thu, uetng I? .11 the e,timated standard deviation is a fltot

lppenxlmatlon which will suffiee at this stage. Later, fter you have
t;:ken the sample, sudgemenr error:: will b reflected and adjusted In
the final reaulte. The important task is to makc the study and obten
those results, not to mull interminably ,-rr making a "correct" est:telt*.
of 1 situation aefare it has teen studied:

I The atandard deviatixl il I measure of variability in a collectfon
dotl. F,r full,,r discussion of the qtandard deviation and

how to tt, sce parzes 1B, 45 and .6.

2 Whole numh..!r,; 22



TOLtRABLE E1R01

Amount of Error that will 3e tolerated. Any findings developed from a
sample survey, ro matte- ho4 t:cintifically obtained, will only be
approximatiOna. This should be cieur!y understood at the Outset. In
genctal, the greater the debire ir ac,.uracy, the larger the sample
must be. How much error wi!1 be acceptable is of course a management
decision to make. However, you shoutd be prepared to provide some
additional data al basis to hula management. ,iaka that decision.

First of all in our probl,m of firtscrs what you are ultimately
trying to estimate is .he production tat in cavaaa per hectare. Try
to determine how close manogexent th. fiaal answer to be --
within 1 ci/ha, 5 co/ILI or whe:2 Kew close is 'close enough" for
the purpose in this i:.ataaze? What aaglituee will maks a difference
in the use to Watch wil' bo,.: put?

I. As a firs' step, giez of the si.se the number might be;
either :rum htstorir.s1 Oatz, rto experiencz, professional
judgement: or more limply w.1-e., che 'eangen data already
developed to titimate y...ristion. Thus:-

Wit:re:-

M stlmetee average
h upper of th2 range

car 1:mic of the range
t ....r,stant (2) to be used in

,cnIut.-tions

Following thrlog the ,revIeus ..7xamplo where the upper and lower
limits were e..ti7heiel a: k5.5 .,nd 55 ca/ha, respectivly, we have

M 55 +
2

l)0 4. 55

2

. 50 + 57

105

The averave (cr mean)1 th,n1 i ikifv to be around 105 ca/ha.

2. If this vier., to hc so, would 100 - 110 be close encesgh to bt of
use to menage.7.ent?

Remember excessive acctp.acy is expensive, wasteful and extremely
time consumiiv.

I Although "Average" iS a -.erm in cmsmen use, a more precise term
is "mean" since th,...re are sevcral types of "average" in general
statistical '.1.sc. :7.ee pages 14 6 15.

2 3
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CONFIDENCE

Confidence desired when presenting the findings

After you have obtained an answer, how sure do you want to be when you
present it to management that the answer is correct? Of course, you'd
like to be 100% correct but again in dealing with samples this is not
possible and you must settle for something less. "How much less" is

decision usually made by the survey director. This decision will
also have a bearing on the size of the sample to be taken.

If we took a 1007. sample of a population and did everything accurately,
w:len we calculated the "mean" of that population, we would expect
our answer to be correct. When we take samples of less than 100%
however we know we run the risk that our "sample mean" may not be
exectly the same as fte "true mean". For example, given a total
population of nine numbers4-- 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 the true mean can be
calculated as

M

1.2+3.4+5+6+7+8+9M
9

. 45
9

Where

M " true mean
means "the sum of"

x . values of the numbers in the
population

N " population size

If we were to take random samples2 of different sizes from this
population, we might obtain results as follows:

Sample Size Sample Data Sample Mean

1 3 3.00
2 2,5 3.50
3 2,5,7 4.67
4 2,4,6,9 5.25
5 3,6,7,8,9 6.60

t.'

1,2,3,4,5,8 3.83
1,2,4,5,6,7,8 4.71

8 1,3,4.5,6.7,8,9 5.38

Obviously, the "means" of the various samples are not the same as the
"true mean", nor, reasonably, could we expect them to be. Given such
a difference though, how ,:an we infer anything about the true mean based
on any of these samples?

Statistically, there is a procedure whereby we can calculate range of
error around the "sample mean". This range (called the "standard error
of the sample meanl i5 the range around cur "sample mean" in which the
"true mean" will probably fall. It calculated as follows:-

Where

E " One standard error of the ssmple mean
- Standard Deviation of the population

from whfeh the sample was drawn.
n size of the sample.

Thue, it is a "standerd devLetion" for a specinl sito.atinm.

1 For stmtallfied 1111:strati:in -ntly a ,te-y small population and samples
are used.

2 For a dtscusslon of randomness, see page 28.
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In thi, example, the retults can be calculated as shown in the table
-

iample ';tze

- _

!;ample 04t4 Sample mean Standard Error of
the Sample Mean

1,

3 3.00 2.738
3.50 1.936

, 2,,' 4.67 1.581
2.4,,,4 S.2i 1.369

6.60 1.225

1.2,3.4,5,4 1,43 1.118
..4 4.'1. 1.035

i I , 3,4,), 6, ,,l,4 ',..lii .968

I. t!,4 :an he 4houen al tollows.

TRUEIMEAN
5

R304e 0, 1.1thpleierrot f 1 Standard Error) 1714

SM
4 1

4089

1 416

467

-4

6211

SM
521

'041 6 619

CM
441

4 94h1

CM
4 71

4 412

4

SM
6

1 371 7 S25

1741

CM
03

4

i4N

Thug in Reneral rhe lAraer the qaMple, t.h cll./lief the range of "sample

erri,r". and >oiUv h,,t not alwayq) the lesser the pocsihillty for

actal numerical errnr in the "lample mean" doe to Aampling hiss.
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Drawing 6eoe probabili:y tleeryl, eith 22/ sample size Wv edn express our
confidence in the "sample mean" as follows:

MUmber of Probability that Probability that Chance of the 'True
"Standard Errors" the "True Mean" ls the "True Mead'is Mean" bring within
from the Sample Mean within tnis range not within this this range (P1(100-P)

(E) (P) range (1.00-P)

1 68.26% 31.74 68.26131.74 or 2:1
2 95.44 4.5b 95%44/4.56 or 20:1
3 19.14 0.26 99.74/0.26 or 369:1

Although L.2 & 3 "Standard Errors" are illustrated here, actually any number
between 0.1 and 3.9 may be used by referral :o the "Normal Curve and Releted
Probability" table on page /2.

Essentially, any specified sample mean will fall within a range formed by the
true mean, and a given number of "standard errors" on either side of it. Thus,
about 68 percent of all possible means will fAl within a range 4 one standard
error of the mean. tn other words, the probability is about 68 percent that
the mean of a sample selected a: random will be within this range. Conversely,
the probability is 32% that ic eill not be. Thus the chances are 68/32 2:1
that it will be. As we tncreese the range to two standard errors, the chances
are 95.5/ (or ebout 20:1) thet ::he true meen will be within the range of the
sample m an. Generally, to increese the confidence in an estimate for a given
sample .tze, a wider renge of error must be alloeed for.

When maneeement specifis the motest of error it will tolerate, the confidence
1n the answer can he calculated, thus:-

Menegement Teler7ted Errer
e Nueber of Standard Errors utilized

1 Standerd Error

For eximple, contineing th, fereeeing illustration, with 1 population of 9, if
management wanted to know the tre, me7n and w-s willing to tolernte an error of
2.738, with sample of on., our confidence would be Limited to 68.26%.
(1 standerd errer).

2.738
e 1 Standerd Eerer2.13R

Alere

Semple Size e 1

E . 2.738 e 1 Standard Error
T = 2.738 e Tolernted Error

However it we were to , semele siz. of e!ght, where 1 standard error is
reduced to .968, eur woe'd he inereesA ,s follows:-

Where

2.'38 iiz, 8- 2,33 steacird err-1-s
.968 E .968 m 1 Standard Error

T . 2.738 e Tolerated Error
which tram pege :2 is equel re 99.547.

C7c0"'"

Combininv these coneenta ef telereted error and confidence ahead of time, if
mnnasement we) willine re tolirete 7n error of 2.009 in our answer, and we
desired to preeent our flndinee with - confidence of 89.91. probability, then
from page 72 :1.91 cenfieeree is at th, 1 64 standerd errer point. Therefore,
if an error of 2.001 Li permitfyd, ind it mtist fell It the 1.64 standard error
limit. the !size of env et,nd.-rd errer is found as fellows:

ManAiiemenc Tolerltvd Error e one Stenderd Error
Number of Steedare errors te he utilized

which in this e,mse is 1.,009
. 1.225

1.64.

By reviewing our et:eld.rd .rror r mI fer the 8 different size simples illus-
trated, we can see th-: onl, %;innie of 1, weuld ')c. required in this instence.
These concepts cen eerer.lizA ince e formule te celculate the appropriate
sample size under vnri,us condition-.

.36
4±-4.
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UPI.NUM SAM.PLL YO41ULA VOK ,...:TLMATING A MEAN

Havine established an understandinr of the elements which are involved,
the follow..ag formula cae now he use4 co determine the optimum sample
size tor eimeting d mean.

Where

oetimum Sample. Size
D Standard deviation of data in the population
E = :;iz of the error in the mean that

manageeent will tolerate
K . Confidence with which we wish to present

the findings

Selected
Values of Confidence

l'etrentage Numerical
1 68.21=.- 2:1
2 95.44 20:1
3 9914 369:1

(Sce pare Zlfor more complete and precise
Aeterminatians ot

Lec us now restate lur problem of the palay production by Iloilo farmers:

Question What ample of hectares should be used in order
to estimat« the oala/ production

(ca/ha) of. irrigated
'armeu. in Elailo for the 1)73-74 Wet Season?

Management is witl:ng co tolerate an error in the answerof an much 44 3 ca/ha in either directin, and we want2,) to 1 confidence that our answer will not exceed
this deerve if error. We further estimate the standarddeviation in proluction

to be approximately 17 ca/ha.

s . 172
(3/2)2 7777

. 239
2.25

= 123.44 )1- 129 rounded up.

This mei,ns that 12'4 samples of separate. randomly
selected hectares willswim our requirement;

an specified in this probI.m,
reeordlese of thenumber of hectares that are actuall,, being harvested
in Iloilo during thespecified period.

Practically. you should increase the actual sample size over the optimumsire to protect seainst
possible yrrot in eszimatine the standard deviation,to allaw for 40MQ non.120n4e during doza

7rrors in compilingdata, and other lns:: because :If bacce.;tiility, etc. Additional sampleswill increis.
the ,:5tkIlat,.. white fewer samples thanspecifiod wilt lev:en it.; reliability arAl f.mil to meet management'srequirements. 27



OPTIMUMJAKPLE SUE FORMULA Foii EST1MATI,NG h rERCLYTACE

The preceding formula waa useful tor estimating mean. However, it is

often necessary to provide management with an answer in tem; of a
percentage. For example, management might have poaeu another question:

Question: What percentage of palay farmers in Nueva Ecila
have year round irrigation an their puddies?

To determine the appropriate sample size to answer rhls question, the
following formula is used

Where

S n optimum :ample Size

lao - ConJtant ( 00) in all equations
n PrelLmlnary estimatee percentage

(The rwrelitiu.nary estimated answer

tr7 che questico being asked)
E - Site 0.: the error in the percentage

that mdnagement will tolerate
K > Confidence with which we wish to

pre.ent the findings

Selected Confidence
Values ot Pertentae Numerical

1 2 to 1

20 to 1

),? 74 369 to 1

!;0, '77,7e 72 r :acre erapletvarat-precise
c.f1termiziu.:1 cf "I",

As in determining the 07t imam sarx7.1.- size for a m an, management must specify
the degree of precision it wanti in its aaswer, zui wo'l a. /71:;king the
question.

Since "E" and A" have ilreadv been dts,:lised at length -,rt p.ges 21 through
24 that d1scuss12n will not he repeated here. We will e.amine "P"
;71ZeWr.

Preliminary Estimated Percentage

Similar co ch- need to determine the vcriabili-y of th- population ("D")
in the previous forr.7u1o, hlve a requirement in :Ills formula to make a
preliminary estimate of the answer to th k.. wlestion ro1ng w:ked As before,
if you have any technical background in th t. subject matter under study, you
may be able to Make 4 guesstimate If not, yol shouId consult with an
"expert" and use hil informd opinion.

The need is to select a number 'terween 1 and 99. 0 and 100 do not compute!)
As a guide to this procenl. you qhould he 4ware of the ftlicwing general
trends

Where P n 0 1 10 21 30 40
50or 130 19 99 4(3 60

(1)0 - P) x P - 0 "0 900 1,-00 :110 2400 2500

Thus, tf you have no feel fnr the situation, an0 rL illy t-an get no expert
opinion you can play safe by ,iginy -A.As OA: ;,ivr.5 :be ilr.7.et possible
result. Do mat agorilz,, o.zer this pv.liminary --,nwer. It is only part of a
process to help determine the appropri.:te samplo cize t' take. Srloct
the number and ge: on with the joh of finding :hc ral ,In:,...er:
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Let us use this information to rephrase the question and demonstrate
the use of the formula.

Question: What percentage of palay farmers in Nuevo Ecija
have year round irrigation on their paddies?

Management is willing to tolerate an error in
the percentage of as much as 2 percent, and we went
to be 99.747. sure that this degree of error will
not be exceeded. We will assume that the preliminary
percentage estimate is 50%.

Then, substituting in the formula-

s (100 - x P

We have

s /2.00 - 50) x 50

(2/3)7

. 5,625

Where

S Optimum Sample Size
P 50 Preliminary .Eatimated Percentage
E . 2 Tolerable Error
K . 3 Confidence of 99.747.

This is a large sample, and apart from the expense will take a long time to
gather. analyse and process. Advise management of this. Perhaps, in
reviewing their needs, they might relax their specifications, as follows:-

s /100 - 50) x 50 P 50
(5/2)2 E 5

K . 2 (i.e. 95.447. probability)
400

This is much smaller (and thus easier and less costly) study to conduct

Thus, by appropriate feedback consultation with.management, the survey
director can usually develop a sample size that is both feasible to
.onduct, within the resource constraints, and appropriate to management's
needs.

As in estimating the Optimum Sample Size for a mean, it is good practice
to increase the actual sample size over the optimum size, in order to
protect against possible error in estimating the percentage, to allow
for some non-response during data gathering, errors in compiling data,
and other loss because of inaccessibility, etc. Additional samples will
increase the reliability of the estimate, while fewer samples than
specified will lessen its reliability and perhaps fail to meet management's
requirements.
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SCIENTIFIC SAMFLINC METHODS

Once you have established "How Many" samples co draw from a population,
che next important problem to be resolved is "Which ones?"

"Spot-checking" and "judgement" samples are otten resorted to by people
in a hurry. They tend to "play lt by ear," reaching out in any or all
directions to grasp for information from anyone who might be available'.
Such impressions may turn out tc, be valie; and again they may nut. With
experirnce, an Individual may be able to sharpen his Judgement and
develop a "feel" for the sitaatlon - where to go and who to ask under
varying circumstances. Neetrtheless "quick and dirty" appraisals
conducted in this manner are Impressionistic only, and although useful
to enable a policy maker to improve his mental picture of the"real
world", they cannot (Dr should :.ot) be usti fo: quantitative anaiytical
purposes. since there iz no wal of measuring their reliability. The
"scientific way" is to use "random sampling-methods.

Contrary to popular impression, random sampling is not a process of
arbitraey, haphazard feelection f iteess from a gi-en poi-ail-5n. Rather
it Ls selection in a manner whicF assurts that each item iri-M8 popuTii-fon
has an equiT-7Eance at--6Ying seierted.

There are several approved mechods for drawing samples from a population,
each of which has certain advantages depending upon the circumstances.
But, before you plu,Ige in 3nd start selecring "representative" items, you
must determine the relative importencz of items in the population. If
each item in tho population is elneid.?eed to have equal importance, you
can take either a "SEMPLE" Jr a "SY:ITEMATIC RANDOM SAMPLE. If on the
other hand you know tt tne characterisLics of the items in the population
differ markedly and it is poss.bl .. tc classify them, you might want to
elect samples from eace It th,.-e rroupins in order to improve the
validity of the survey. This lIcre sophieti7ated approach is known as
"STRATIFIED RANDOM SAMPLUT "

Finally, because Jf the di:fiui-Ae; in field travel in some situations,
and/or in order to reAlce :imo And costs, "CLUSTER° sampling may
be the only practical melee ovailabic to conduct tho survey.

tech 3f theae viii e JficoJ wkth "how to do it" illustrations.
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SIMPLE RANDOM SAMPLING

Table of Random Dletts

A good "scientific" method to use in simple random sampling is a table of random
digits such as ONO 1 paee FL These tables have been carefully constructed
to utilize the digits 09 in a completely unstructured, unsystematic, random
manner, with each digit occurring with about the same frequency. The process
'ts as follows:-

First, Obtain a count of the total populationlunder study.
Second, Use the total size of the population to determine the grouping

of random Jigits in the table that will be used. For xample,
if the population is berween 10 and 99, use groupings of rwo
digits: between WO 949, use groupings of three digits:
between 1,000 and C,999 use groupings of four digirs, and so
forth.

Third, Assign sequence numbers to the population under study.
Then. Sele 241 point in the table to start, grouping as explained

above.
. Finally. Proceed in any systematic manner. (i.e. down, across, etc,)

selecting and recording thos.! numbers that fall within the
Population ra.nge, and disregarding numbers outside the range,
until the total designated sample size has been selected.

For example. let us assume we are going to select five provinces
list of forty three. using the random digit table in _CrAle 1 pag46.

1. The population is 43 therefore use groupings of two digits.
. Assign sequence numbers to the list, thus

&manic. & ProvincelSevence 0 & Provinc4 Sequence # & Province

to visit trom

Seauence 6 & Province

1 Nueva gclja 12 "iguna ?3 Quezon 34 Aklan
2 Iloilo 13 Lagayan 24 Bataan 35 Surigao del Sur3 Pawpaw 14 Ilocos Sur 25 Bohol 36 Southern Leyte
4 Pangasinan 15 Nueva Vizcaya 26 La Union 37 Antique
3 Tarlac 16 Capiz 27 Leyte 38 Mamie Owe
6 Cemerines Sur 17 Mindoro Oriental 78 Davaa del Sur 39 Negros Oriental
7 South Cotsbato 18 Wgros Otc 29 Batangas 40 Davao del Sur
$ llocos Norte 19 Mildoro Occ ?0 Eambales 41 Onhitinon
9 Isabela 20 Al'oay 31 Camar./nes Norte 42 Zamboanga Norte
-10 Malesam 21 &AK-loan/8a Liu: 32 Cavite 43 Zamboanga Norte
11 North Cotabato 22 Lanao del Sur 33 Rizal

2. Determine the groupings. In this instance. _since the total population
is 43, or two digits, we will use two columns for the two digit grouping.

3. Select a starting point from the random digits in this table. (Any one
12211 be used as the tarting point.) For convenience in illustration we will
start with the top left pair of columns, with digits--

4. Proceed in any systematic manner, and select those numbers that fall
within our population range, until fiva appropriate numbers have been selected.
If We work down the page. the numbers arc 05,86,87.02,64,57,56.98,51,12,57,51,
21,24 Those underlined fall within our range corresponding to:-

02 Iloilo. 05 Tarlac. li Laguna: 24 Bataan, 39 Negros Oriental

l Population is used in statistics to sipnify the tot'l number af things
from which you are drawing, .Atairftiple.
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KANDOM DIGITS - OPTIONA1 mcgroRE

An Optional Procedure that will speed up the selecti.:n process is to assign more
than one sequence camper to each item. Di4iding the upper limit of the group by
the population total end rounding down to the whole number will determine the
appropriate anounc of numbers to assign to each item. For example, in the situation
ebove, where we have a two digit grooning (upper limit 99) awl a total population
of 43,

99
e 2.3

43

two sequence numbers co each item in the population would be the appropriate
allocation. What this procedure accomplishes is to lessen the number of rejected
random digits since now 86 (43 CiM43 2) of the 99 digits in the grouping are in use.

Sequence numbers would then be aJsigned to the list, thus

Sequence & Province:Sequence 0 6 ProvinceiSequence 0 6. Province
I

1,2 Nueva Ecija 123,24 Laguna 145,46 Quezon
3,4 Iloilo 125,26 Cagayan 147,48 Bataan
5,(, Pampanga 127,28 Ilocos Sur ;49,50 Bohol
7,8 Pangaelnan 129,10 Nueva Vizcaya t51,52 La Union
9,10 Tarlsc 131

'

32 Captz ;53,54 Leyte
I

11,12 Camarines Sur 133,34 Mindoro .)-t- 155,56 Davao del Sur
13,14 South Cotabato '35,36 Negros Occ 157.53 Batangas
15,16 nacos Norte ;37.38 Mindoro Occ 159,(1) Zambales
17,18 Isabela ;39.40 Albay 61.62 Camartnes Norte
19,20 Bulacan '41,42 Zamboanga Sur 163,64 Cavite
21,22 North Cotabato '43,44 Lando del Sur H55.66 Rizal

Sequence # & Province

67,68 Aklan
69,70 Surigao del Sur
71,72 Southern Leyte
73,74 Antique
75,76 Misamis Occ
77,78 Negros OT
79,80 Davao del Sur
81,82 aukidnon
83,84 Zamboanga Norte
85,86 Misamis Or

Usinp the same starring point and procedure as on the previous page, we would only
have to run through six sequence numbers to get our quota iestead of fourteen as
previously, thus. 05,716,42,02,64,57, rejecting only 87. The provinces selected
would then be -

05 Pampange. 16 Misamis qriencal, 02 Nueva Ecija. 64 Cavite; 57 Batangas

An important aspect of using a random digit table is that by recording your working
method and the particular table used along with the survey results, any charge of
bias can be 414491mved, and hence the objectivity, the relative validity and
reliability of the lurvey assured. Mt!: may be especially important in some highly
controversial 1r crucial policy situations.
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DECK oF CARDS

A practical method for drawing random samples from a population is
to use an ordinary deck of playing cards. Here you have a systematic
2,4,13 or 52-base selection pool, using the whole deckl, or any
intermediate size population, by eliminating (or disregarding and
re:selecting, if drawn) some cards. The deck of numbera is easily
"randomized" by shuffling, cutting and drawing. As in using random
diKit tables, you must assign sequence numbers to the population.

For populatiorslarger than 52, you must employ a "multi-stage"
metho41 - that is initially sub-divide the group and make a few
preliminary eliminatians before sequence numbering and selecting
actual samplea from each group and/or sub-group.

This procedure introduces some problemo as unless vau are careful4
it may not be as scientifically objective as a ran'om digit tab1e.4

ertheleas, it haa certain practical advantages is a readily
available and employable method under most field ctnditions parti-
cula:ly where random digit tables are difficult to apply or cannot
be employvd because of the laborious (and often impossible) task of
sequence riumbe:ing every item in a vaguely defined population. With
carda, you can work quite flexibly and rapidly where the total popu-
latian i4 nor masterliaaed, or well defined.

Plychologically. the attempt to eliminate subjectivity and the concept
Jt chance can be more appreciated by the people you are surveying.
It also serves as a useful "ice-breaker" to have the field management
staff "participate" in the selection of farmers to be interviewed by
(.utting and selecting cards for you, after you have chosen their
area to be smrveyed by a previous sub-grouping.

For example, at the National Food and Agriculture Council (NFAC) level,
although you may know in gross numbers how many farmers are enrolled
in th., "Masagana program" by province, you will not know their names.3
Thus it would not he posaible to select which farmers to visit.
However, by a areliminary drawing you may select several provinces to
survey. Upon arrival at each province, you may further select several
monaciralities ta visit, and upon contact with the municipal management
team, :several barrior, and ultimately from the farm management
rechulctan, several farmers can be selected from his master-list.

1 2 - Red/Black, 6 - Heart, Club, Dimnond, Spade; 13 - Ace through
King revardless of calor or suite; 52 - Hearts 1-13, Clubs 14-26,
Diamonds 27-3,, and Spades 40-52.

2 If :he groupings, and divisIons into sub-groupings are not equal
and synmetrical, the individual items tn the population will mot
hay,. An equal chance of selection.

3 Nor should 7.1u. It is not geneTatly necs46424Y nor desirable to
MAssei detailed data st hkgber 0MWMgeren:
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SYSTEMATIC RANDOM ShMPLIMG

This method purposely selects items from all parts of the populat,lon in a
systematic manner, without bias, rather than attempting to pick items at
random.

To use this method:-

1. Assign one sequence number to each item in the population.
2. Determine the "skip interval". Divide the number of units

in the population by the sample sine.

Whore

i skip interval
P Population Size
S Sample Sise

3. Select starting point from the population at random.
(Use a random digit table)

4. Include that item in the sample, and every "i"th item
thereafter, until the total sample has been selected.

temple: We wish to interview 6 out of 193 technicians ssigned to the
!Usage°a program in Pangssinan. How would these be seivcced
by systematic random sampling?

1. Assign sequence numbers from 1 to 193 to the technicians.
2. Determine the skip interval.

. 193 32.16
6

Round dowm to the whole number, 32.

3. Salect a random starting point. Here is a working method
which 1 could employ. (You can use your imagination to
create others).

a. Start at the upper !eft corner of the table. Count nff
the digits across the top equivalent to the skip interval.
Croup in three's after that (equivalent to the population
site - 3 digits) and proceed from left to right, then
right to Left down the page, discarding until a three digit
*umber is reached that is within our population range.

Smploying this working method, the 32nd digit would be 2,
followed by the groupings "359", "652" which would be
discarded, and then "069" yhich would be acceptable.

4. Starting with technician 69, and selecting every 32nd te611111lan
thereafter, until six technicians had been chosen, we would cLan
have 69, 101, 133, 165, 4 and 36. (Note: 165 4 32 gm 197. Sincewe only have 193 in our population

se would have to go back to 1and start over again. Hence, "4" would be the next selectionafter 165).

Caution: Sometimes, items in a populazion are arranged in a particular
pattern or order which may be repetitive or cyclical. If this is so, and
the skip interval is on the same cycle, your sample item. may not be
representative of the total population but may instead all have the samecharacteristic.

For instance, you might decide to survey work activity in field offices
using particular times of the day for sample observations. If you shouldhappen to select a 3 hour skip interval, end start at 9 am -- with a semplingof activitx at 9 am, 12 noon, 3 pm and 6 pm you might drew the conclusionthat there is very little work going on except perhaps early in the morning,
since at other times people were consistently eating lunch or merienda, orleaving the office to go home:: This is an obvious case of using the skip
Interval inappropriately. but many other situations may be less obvious.
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STRATIFIED RANDOM *RUNG

If it Is known ahead of time that the characteristics of some items
in the population differ markedly, chst these differences art
significant to the problem being sutveyed, and it Ls possible to
classify these items on the basis of their characteristics, we can
usually get a more accurate picture of the total population by
selecting a random sample from each group so identified. This
process is known as "stratified" random sampling.

For xample, if we were studying the yields of rice farms in a province,
it might be usful to stratify the farce by "irrigated", "rsinfed" sod
"upland" since these cnaracteristics aro already known, can be classified,
and are significant factors in determining Palay yields. The result
would e much more meaningful than merely selecting farms at random
without regard to such stratification.

Whenever possible, the sample size drown from these stratifications
should be proportionate co the size of the 8rouP, as tkis reduces the
analytical problemm in evaluating the results. Fur instance, if we
wanted to take a sample of 200 hectares from South Cotsbato snd the
province had been stratified as indicated below, the sample size for
each cateeory would also be based on the same percentage, thus:-

5tratification Hectares percentage Sample $11s.

Irrigated 35,000 46.57. 93
Sainted 31.228 42.27. 84.4
Upland 21.6

Total: 75,228 1007 200

Sampling within each
methods discussed.

stratum can then be done by any of the other
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CUSTER SAXYLING

Aa indicated earlier, clueter sampling is often resorted to as the
only practical means to gather data where time limitations and/or
difficult field travel conditions make it impossible to obtain data
soy other way.

As its name implies, instead of selecting data from many different
geogrephical locations, many respondents are queried at fewer
loeationa. Whenever possible, the total appropriate population
(for Instance 211 palay farmers in a selected barrio) should be
interviewed.

In practice, it may take two or mure days for an interviewer to
obtain responses from ten :armers by simple random sampling if they
are scattered All over the province, as this may mean extensive
travel from one remote barr:.o to Another. On the other hand, by
randomly selecting two barrios, and interviewing as many farmers as
possible within those barri(,s, many mote farmers msy be contacted In
-ciliashorter time period.

because by this method the samples will be drown from a more limited
cross section of the toril popuiation it is desirable to go beyond
the minimum sample size specifications. Furthermore, as many clusters
should be selected as ,;sii be scrammodated by the time/budget

Cluaters should be approximatlly the AMC in size.

It is important tc. remember chit the clusters themselves should still
be selected on a scientific :ache,. than A judgement basis. Furthermore,
if sampling is done within the ciect-!r rather than the entire group, it
too should be done randcmly.
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CONDUCTINC TUE gURVEY

Some general guidelines which should be observed are as follows:

grief the Interviewers A survee is rarely conducted.by one individual.
Therefore, enaure thee all the interviewers have a common understanding
of the purpose of the survey, definition of terms, the meaning of the
questions co be asked, and a uniform way to record answers. Provide
guidance on procedure to follow when they encounter difficulties. If
possible, provide for a "dry run" interview session co supplement the
orientation process.

Interviewing Procedures Differences in interviewers personalities and
questioning techniques will affect the responses they obtain. The
effect of this can never be eliminated but it can be minimized. The
following are general points that should be kept in mind by the
interviewers.

".
Introduction - Introduce yourself.

Verify who you are speaking to.
Put the individual being interviewed at ease.
Tell the reason for the survey and the use to

which it will be put.
Tell the individual how he was selected to be

interviewed.

Assure him of confidentiality or anonymity of results.
Tell him how long the interview is likely to take.
Ask if the time is convenient for an interview now.
See whether there is a suitable piece to conduct the

interview. (Privacy is often desirable, especially
when asking personal questions. However, in many
field situations, this may be Lmpossible to obtain
as xaa may become the focal point of the barrio's
"live entertainment".)

Conducting the Interview - Use your judgement whether to follow
structured questionnaire format reading off each item, or whether
to use an unstructured interview style. The structured style may
get s response to every answer, but you may scare or iehibie the
response, especially if you record the answers in the presence of
the person being interviewed. On the other hand, some people feel
more important when they see you writing down what they say, and
often think that if you don't write it down, you may forget it, and/orfail to pass on their comment. Unstructured interviewing generally
leads co a much more wide-ranging discussion, takes longer and may
gather much suppiMmentary data whidh may also be useful. However,you may also miss important questions.

Field Computations Use local or familiar measures, and minimize computation.,by the respondent. Get rew data which you can convert to percentages, etc.
leiter. Most people perform poorly in mental arithmetic, therefore record
information in the terms which the farmer gives it to you. Note the
conversion factor and do le lacer to obtain che'desired measures.
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CAUTIONS TO OBSERVE IN CONDUCTING SURVEYS

Avoid leading questions, and verify responses for accuracy by cross
checking and/or be, 1 track repetition. Often individuals misunder-
stand what you are asking, or only tell you what they think you
went to hear. They may be trying to impress you, or gain your
sympathy.

Tor instance, the farmer may understate his yield if he thinks he
may be penalised (by taxes or rents) or overstate it lf he ls trying
to compete for "farmer of the year" in the Green Revolution
competition: Therefore, repeat your questions everal different
weys if necessary to ensure that they art understood and the person
being interviewed is responding accurately to the best of his
knowledge.

Remember - Do no promise anything, except to pass on information
unless you have authority to take corrective action. You are usually
only there as en observer and gatherer of facts. The individual
being interviewed on the other hand usually regards you as represent-
ative of the government who can and should do something about the
situation. Idle promises will only result in a lack of confidence and
lessen cooperation the next time around.
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EVALUATZ THE DATA

After the data has beer, gathered and recorded on the survey forma,
it must be edited, weighted, calculated and interpreted.

EDITINC Prior to use, raw data on survey forms, gathered by
different enumerators, must be screened by a staff using consistent
guidelines. The principal purposes of this are to review for clarity,
internal consistency, correction and mark-up for further processing.

Clarity Data recorded by enumerators under field conditions
is sometimes almost illegible and/or unintelligible to a staff
editor. Numbers may be illegible, and many cryptic comments may
have been added to the standardized responses which might qualify
the answers recorded from "Yes" to "Yes, Sut . . . " Wherever
possible, questionable items should be reiiewed with the individual
making the survey, however this is not always possible, and even then
it dots not always produce success. The individual cannot always
read his min writing, and/or does not recall the ,text in which
che comments were made, although at the time they may have seetwd
meaningful.

Where multiple chole responses have not been used, the editing
staff has a difficult cask of developing a standardized scheme to
classify "open-ended" comments received. It is often impossible
in fact, at this late stage, since it is highly unlikely that all
respondents would comment, or that different enumerators would
solicit unstructured comments in any systematic manner. This
emphasizes the need to carefully plan and structure the survey
before gathering the data, not afterward..

It may also develop that some things which were overlooked, or
thought mot to be important in designing the questionnaire
actually have great significance. Thus some preliminary
modification or even elimination of questions and responses may be
required.

Internal Consistency /t may be observed on multiple choice questions
that check marks have been placed in more than one option, eventhoueh it wst frutnatty specified that only "one of the above"
was to be checked. There may be clarifying comments in the "white
space" as to why, or there may be no explanation at all. With
number responses, editing is frequently required to recaiculate
the recorded value into the standardized units requested. Sometimes
the conversion factor is provided, sometimes t has been overlooked.

Correction A whole range of important decisions therefore have tobe made in the editing process on how to treat the data. Shouldit be rejected outright
as erroneous, counted at face value

regardless of its apparent error, or accepted but reduced in value,
with an attempt to figure the "intent"? This is part of the
editorial task.
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fliark-up Finally, to simplify the data processing task which follows
it may be neceesary to tranaform all the check marks in the standardized
responses into a "Base number". For example, if 3 series of questions
have been asked about rice farming which are to be analyzed in terms
of hectares, the hectarage of a particular respondent's farm will
be the bast number to substitute for the check marks on his survey
form.

To illustrate the problems of editing, a series oi questions ate.:!

responses on a farmer's termin,: practices are shown "before" and
"atter".

BEFORE

1. 2.3 has Acta Farmed

4. b.

Yes No DID YOU:- Comments

2. x x use certified RYV seed? Only for 1.5 hectares.

3. x wie recommended amount., :4 Not enough area available.
fertilizers

4. x use herbicides?

5. x x receive credit from the Credit received too late for
bank? land preparation and

transplanting.

receive 33i3tance from Technician helped prepare
the government technician! farm plan and budget. Diu

not see him after that.

cattle What vield did you )btain? 135 LavanJ
(44 kllos/ca)

pesos/ea 'Mat selliug price did you Sold 30 of the above cavans
get' (50 ktlos/ca) for A total of 2,500 pesos.

AFTER

Yes

e.

No DID Y9U--

2. 1.5

_
.3 U3f. r.ertified NYV.seed?

3. 2.3 use recommended amounts of
fertilizoW

4. 2.3 use herbicides?

5. 2.3 receive credit from the bank

2.1 receive otlstance from the
government techniciarC

7 54.7 :a/h4 4h4t ie1d did you obtain?

A 1...%1

135
kilon/ca) 2.3

'That selling price did y,',u 2 500
get! (A) 'xilos/ca) 30 x 44

' 71 i per kilo

71 x 50 = 35.51

Note! Question i 6. 6 conld be edited in several ways. It in important
therefore chat a decision be reached by the "editor" and held to
consistently throuehout all nubsequent form editings.
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WEIGHTING

Whenever a survey is conducted on a stratified sample basks, it is usually
necessary to "weight" the raw data responses after the data has been collected
This is done to avoid distortion in the evaluation process when the number
of responses from each.stratification differs from the original sampling
scheme.

For example, we might have planned a survey of rehabilitation efforts in
Central Luzon Provinces stratified according to the reported flood damage,
with a sample size of 360. Because of tlise and distance limitations, it
may not have been possible co contact many of the farm4-s (and hectares)
as ariginally Intended tn some areas, while in other areas more hectares
might have been ccIvered. To "normalize" the data, .3 welghtine factor is
developed by dividing che original area deianated ta be surveyed by the
area actually surveyed in each instance.

weiot . Original stratification size
Actual survey sample size

For example.
A 8 C D E F

Province
14.1

Damaged 7.

St rat ii iCa Eton

(Ha to be Surveyed)
Ha Accuall Y

Surveyed
Weight

0/1

Bataan 2.000 4.343 16 25 .64
Sulacsn 9,300 l9.565 70 40 1.75
N. Ecija 9,)00 19.5a5 70 106 .66
Pampanga 15,i)00 32.-409 II/ 95 1.19
Pangasinan 3.500 '.609 27 27 1.00
Tarlac 7,100 15.217 55 69 . ao
Zambales

Total

500 1.0a, 4 10 .40

46,000 1001, (359)5 375
360

Thus, from this example, an adjustment must be made to the rew numbers1
in each

survey farm co reflect the normalizing effect, by multiplying the Ha actually
surveyed by the weight appropriate for thac province. If this were not done
some areas w-ald be overrepresented and others underrepresented in the final
result.

Due to rounding -ff

Item E hectares Ictulliv surveyed.

1 1
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GROUPINC BATA

After the survey has heen completed, and the forms edited, you have a mass
of "ungroupted data", usually in a disorganized state. The next task then
is to organize this data into meaningful groupings. Each question to be
analyzed must be extracted from the individual survey form, and tabulated
separately with all the other responses to that question.

for example if we were attempting to dermine the'average palsy yield in
ca/ha of rainfed farmers from a sample of 50. after weighting we might have
the following responses.

611,97,15,45,66,81,99,105,26,60,79,47,55,12,74,130,85,/4,57,86,77,102,47,52,73

69,57,89,73,69,45,101,93.54,65,92,77,85,60,65,58,12,64,73,79,36,83,96,96,67

About all we could tell from this I. that the yields vary. With a little
searching we might also be able to identify the rane. These data could be
re-grouped from high to tow as follows:

130 97 38 81 77 72 67 60 55 45
105 96 96 19 74 72 66 60 54 45
102 96 85 78 73 69 65 58 52 36
101 (0 85 79 13 69 65 57 47 26
99 92 83 77 73 63 64 57 47 15

Now a pattern is beginning to emerge. The range Es readily identifiable
(a span of 115. from 15 to 130) 4nd it looks as though the mean will be
ln the low 70's.

We could prIceed with calculations at this stage, or reduce the number of
items to he manipulated by summarizing them into groups. This concentra-
tion would also have the effect of highlighting the essential pattern of
the total collection. For very large collections of data, grouping into
"frequency distrihutions" IA extremely helpful to avoid a lot of tedious
arithmetic. Let us follow this course of action through in this example.

Number of Groups Into haw many groups should f collection of data be
condensed? This I. largely a judgement factor.L Generally, the fewer the
number of items, the fewer the number of groupings. A rood rule of thumb
to around 15 erouptngs, with a range from 1 groupings for about 100 items,
to 25 groupings forabout 1000 items. Since the oblective is to reduce
the amount of arithmetical manipulation, and reveal any meaningful pattern
in the data, convenience, rather than mathematical precision is the dominant
consideration.

In this instance, let us select 10 as the appropriate number of groupings
to use.

1 There is 4 formula known as "Sturges's Mule to Artmxwine LAS as follows:
follows:-

Number of groups 1 4. (3.3 x logarithm of "n"), where n number of

4 2 items in the
collection



Imo of SOO =webs V. west the total pee of all the ten grasps choose
to emesepese spas of the date in our tont/cam. As a first appreei.
settee we can deternise the spen of each grouping as follows:.

Spaa of grouping bate pf date col/ection
Numbee of groupings

V. can find the span in our sample problem ss follows:-

. 111.1-111
10

This

. 115
10

span is celled s "class interval".

As general rule, class intervals sr* established in coavenient emmbers,
ither multiples of "5", or even numbers. We should round the above up to
12. If we rounded down to 10, all the data would not be within the romp.

To summarise oir example then, we will hew ten groupings with class
interval of twelve, for total span of 120, which le enough to handl, our
data range.

Wid-folnt-Limits Rant. of Claes Intorvek Rectum we sr. clustering our
date (In our example. from 50 to 10 groups), for further calculations me will
be wine the mid-point of each class interval to represout that eroup. Agate,
to avoid cumbersome arithmetic, we should try to have en easy number to
manipulate pceferably ultiples of "5" (if the class interval is est at
that) or even numbers. conjunc.ion with setting the ed4.point, we most
also set the limits of the class interval. Starting eltb the lower end of the
range of our collection of data we can establish likely candidates for the
lower limit of the first class interval by calculating values of A and S.

Leiser Limit of
let class interval

. Lowest Nomber in A
data collection

or II Where

A Span *fell *lass
Intermsbnimme Spew
of Dote Colleettee

1/2 Class Interval

The emellest wriber of
the abolo Asuld thin
he selected.

Since from our example, A 120 - 115 5

end $ 1/2 x 12 vo 6

Therefore 5 is eelected and used to establish Om lower limit of the
led: clime istervel.

Thus lower limit of ist class interval - 5 10.
le cso *et/Allah any member between 10 and 15 es the lower limit of our

initial clime interval, heaths in eind that we went the mid-point of that
class interval to be ea *soy one to manipulate. Seems* our class interval
is 12, we teapot uee multiples of 5 ss mid-points, therefore we will opt tor
the 'addle of the class interval to be su even number.

Since 1/2 the class interval is 6, the loser limit of the class interval is
between 10 sod 15 emd wee went an even number, the following mil-points ere
"available" to select from.

6 10 16. 6 + 12 1S, or 6 + 14 20
I will =select 20 as the mid-point of the initial class interval, with tbelower limit to be 20 - 6 14.

1 Occasionally this is not possible because sow items soy approach
infinity. In such instances, the first and/or lest groups say be left
"open-eeded" i.e. "below 10" or above "150"

4 3
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A fine, but significant point should be noted here. Data con be
either "Conttnuous,"or'hon-continuous". It is continuous if
within the range, Ley value is possible, if a more refined or
sophisticated measuring device were used. It is non-continuous
if the items only come in discrete intervals. for convenience
in everyday life, we usually treat data as non-continuous, rounding
off and using integers for our unit measures. However, in
calculating statistical frequercy distributions and class intervals,
we should really consider the ranee throughout the whole grouping
as continuous. Thus. with thy lower limit at 14, end a class
interval of 12, the ranee in the initial class interval is 14
through 26. The second class interval will be 26 through 38, the
third 38 throuph 50, the fourth 5J throueh 62, etc. until wy reach
the final eless interval of 122 throuph 134.

In making discrete groupines cet of continuous distribution
however, confusion will arise as to which class intervel data
at the edges of the class interval should properly belong. For
Instance, the question would immediately arise whether 26 would
be assigned to the first or second class interval, or both.
Actually there is no overlap. In a continuous distribution,
each inteeer includes ell rhe values up to the next intk..ger.
Thus 14'includes 14.1, 14.3 etC. etc. up to 14.9, 14.99
or however orecisety you wish to refine ond myasure the process.
In the above exsmple, for instance, since our data is in integers
in the Initial class intervel the lower limit would by set at 14,
with the upper limit at 25.9 rnther than 26. We would however
retain the mid-point at 20 for computational purposes.

WQ can now prepere frequencY ?.'istribution table with the class
intervals,mid-poinaland frequency far our example as follows:-

Lower and Upper Limit
litL22111S Frequen..y

14 -- 25.9 20 1

26 -- 37.9 32 2
38 -- 49.9 44 4
50 -- 61.9 56 4
62 -- 73,9 68 13
/4 -- 45.1 90 10
86 -- 97.v 92 7
98 --109.9 104 4

ILO --121.9 116 0
122 --133.9 128 1

With a continuous distribution from 14 to 133.9, sudivided into
10 eroups, (class intervals) with even'numLers for mid-points, and
assurance that non* of our data will overlap the limits of the class
intervals, we are now ready for data analysis.

4 4
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Mean

A mean can be readily obtained from the data
distribution tatle ss follows:

A 8

Frequency

in a frequency

C asix13
Values

2- 1 20
3_ 2 64
44 4 116
56 8 448
68 13 884
80 10 300
92 7 644

104 4 416
116 0 0
128 1 128

1450 < a 3580\

3580Mean a ---- 71.6
50

It should be remembered however that although 71.6 is a precise
looking number, it is the average of the group of 50 items using
the mid-points of the class interval; not the average of the
actual 50 items. By reducing our data to a frequency distribution
to make analysts easier, we have lost the detail and the precision
of the raw data. In this particular instcrce. it is not too
difficult to calculate the mean of the entire series. (71.84) but
it is not a practice that should be adopted. All analytical
techniques follow this trend of reducing data to mak. analysis
easier but losing a little in the process. It is something that
manalmment must learn to live with.

Median

The median is the "mid-point" of the range of values in a data
series. In the foregoing frequency distribution, the value
between the 25th and 26th item. Since they are both 68, there is
no difficulty. Otherwise, we'd have to take the mean of those
Owo values.

4 5



PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS

frequency distributions, converted to percentages are extremely useful
when comparing two or more sets of data.

For example, in examining the production of rice farmers under the Operation
Palagad Project, we wanted to compzre che cavan/hectare yield of a
sampling of farmers who received pvernment asaisted credit, with those
who did not. Thd raw data was not directly comparable however until it
wee converted to a percentage frequency distribution. To do this, the
total number of farmers in each category (181 for borrowers, 129 for
non-borromets)
frequency distribution

TIBLD
CeiRa

eas used as the base. The raw data and percentage
derived from it are shown below:-

NUMBERS OF PERCENTACE OF
Borrowers Non-Borrowers Borrowers Non-Borrowers

0 - 10 13 i 7 6
11 - 20 '

i 4 5
21 - 0 3

12 5 9
31 - 40 16 11 9 9
41 - SG 16 ,. 9 3
51 - 60 20 13 11 10
61 - '0 26 14 14 14
71 - 80 11 14 ; 15
41 - 30 L. 13 10 10
41 - 100 14 , In 5

101 - 110 11 11 6 9
Ill - 120 13 4 7 3
121 - 130 1 3 1 2

Total 1?.) 100% 1007.

When convert1ng raw dat, t. percencdges, as above, some lass of precision
will occur if che 4a1ueg are "rJunded Jff". Fur instance, in the first
category where yield.; are 0 - 1.) _avans/hectare,

whereas

13 100 7.1823204 7..
131

ITT n 1nO 5.'015503 t

This generally should not 5, c4Use for concern. Of course in some
situations, fine measurements are essential, and slight variations
in data values can be Jery significant. Often however the purpose of
data reduction is to facilitate analysis and highlight gross, differences.
In cuch circumstances. no useful purpose is served by greater precision,
and in fact visibility is often hindered by the additional "dace
clutter" and much extra preparation time is entailed.

4 6
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CALCULATING THE STANDARD DEVIATION FROM CROUPED DATA

When the date haa already t:een grouped by uniform eli4s ntervals an adjustment
must be made to the formula to allow fur the "campactin° .1f, varying data into
clusters.

Where

S a .'itandard Deviation
i size of thy class interval

$ a t
/ f(02 fd 2 f a frequency ::)f occurrence of data

in the class intervaln

d a difference of the class interval
from the an arbitrary
stleeced class interval.
number of items in the distribution

Let us recall the data from oa,...e 42 on the averape polay yield of rainfed farmers
in ca/ha to illustrate chti. You will recall from pace 43 that the mean for
this distribution was 7l.6. To employ this mean for calculating the difference
data required in the above table would entail a lot of eumbersome arithmetic.
Fortunately it is noc necassary. Instead.any one of the class intervals can be
selected as the "origin" and the diifer,:nce from this ooint can be measured in
class intervals. Thus columns D. E, 1$, and C are calculated.

CLASS
Lower
Limit

14

26
38

50
62

74

86
98
110
122

A

INTERVAL
Upper
Limit

B

MIDPOINT

25.9 20
37.9 32
49.9 44
61.9 56
73.9 68
85,9 30
97.9 92
109.9 104
121.9 116
133.9 123

C D E(aCxD) F G(CriF)
DIFFERENCE FREQUENCY DIFFERENCE FRtQUENCY x

FREQUENCY FROM "ORIGIN" m DIFFERENCE SQUARED DIFFERENCE
(f) (d) (fd) (d

2
) SQUAT

(f(d) )

1 - 4 - 4 16 16
2 - 3 - 6 9 18
4 - 2 - 8 4 16
9 1 - 3 1 8

13 0 0 0 0
11 + 1 + 10 1 10

7 4. 2 + 14 4 28
4 4. 3 + 12 9 36
) + 4 ) 16 0
1 + 5 + 5 25 25

S a 50 Z fd . + 15 .,f'(d)2.-7.-r---
Note from the above table that ;.,f(d)2 and (: fd)2 are ant the same!

;f(d)2 157 wh ***** ( :- fd)2 is 152 . 225

Thus:

S a 12 x F1-57 t15,j

12 pc

a 12 x

1 157 225
, -

25'

3.14 0.00

12

12 x 1. 7!.h..

'

4 7
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SHEPPARD'S CORRECTION FOR GROUPED DATA

ln grouped, continuous frequency distributione,because of the (

for data to cluster aroun4 the mean, the mid-points of the elf
: 1.

to the left of the mean tend to be too small, while those to t -
of the mean tend to be too large. Thus, when the cilftcrences
mean ars measured, they art too great in absolute size. Purtt-r, ,
when the values are s4uared, ih! errotf. ate not offset, but ra
ore compounded. Under these eirCUMitdrXeS, the end result f- .

standard deviation which Is larger than would ocherwisa ha-. if
the data had been left unigrouped. To compensate for thi, t, an
adjustment of j 1/12 knout SS Sheppard's Correction -- c- :It.trsocted in the
heemulo thus thy Standard Deviation with Sheppard's Correction

"Scorr"
Is calculated as follows:-

.:.!.t(d)2 1Scorr
Af

A 12

which im the foregoing examp,e

12 x I - 0.09 - 0.0833

12 x :

12 x 1 7)5

20.65 rathec than 20.957 as calculated without the correction.

BESSFL'S CCRRECTION FOR SAMPLE DATA

The foregoing formulae are employed w:Ien calculating the standard deviation
for a total population. However, :n most situations, the frequency
distribution will reprea^ut only a sample drswn from the population,
rather than the total population itaelf. Under these circumstances it
is necessary to make a further adjustment tc the standard deviation
calculated for the sampleN to ,)btain a best estimate of the standard
deviation for the population.

This is known as Bessel's Correction and s clIculated ea follows:

Where

SDP Best Estimate of the Standard
Deviation of Population

S Standard Deviation of the Sample

n . Size of the Sample

1 Constant, one (1)

SDP (

/ in

)

1

Thus, continuing our eximple where

n 50 and S 20.65

stip \x 20.652
50 - 11

4( 1.0z r 426.4225

434. g 5OS 5

20.856
4 8
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COEFFICIENT OF VAR/AVON

Tha coefficient of variation (CV) is a measurement that todicates
the relative variability in the data. or process being studied.
By Itself, the size of the standard deviation indicates how much
variability there is ln the data, in absolute terma. However, in
some circumstances a given number may he relatively large, while in
other situations a much larger unit May be relatively small. For
instance, in estimating the everare seed requirements for A 1/10th
hectare test bed, the standard deviation might be in grams. For the
same degree of precision in estimating total sted requirements for
a national production program, a standard deviation of "hundreds of
cavans" might be appropriate; and cavans. although much larger than
yrame in absolute size would be a relatively more precise measure.

The coefficient of variation (CV) enables us to compare both of
these for relative precision. The CV expresses the standard deviation
as a percentage of the mean thus:-

CV . ftandard Deviation z 100
Mean

Judgements about the data itself can then be made, using the following
table as a guide.

CV
Percentarc
Variation

Less than 20%

20 - 39%

40 - 59%

60 - 79%

807. or more

Interpretation

Highly consistent, with very small variatioe

Fairly consistent, with moderate variation

Inconsistent, with medium variation

Highly ereetic, with high variation

Completely unpredictable, with extreme
variation.

Thus in our example where the mem! is 71.6 and the standard deviation
20.856 the coefficient of variation is

20.856 1011

.2913 x 100

29.13% or fairly consistent, with moderate
veriation.

4 9
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intlausc THE "VORMAL DUTIMUTION CURVE"

Prohabiljty of Deviation from cite Mean

A major feature of the normal curve is in determining the extent
to which any data value in the arrav differs from thy mesa. This
is done * measuring the area under the curve, from the M*40 to
the standard deviation value of the data item in question.

Mean

+ 1

+ 2 SD 95.442

- -+ 3 SD. A 99.742

- 3 - 2 - 1 M.:
I 2 3

"X" AXIS

noti: that the shape of the normal curve is such that it approaches,
but never touches the "x" axis, but for practical purposes it is
not necessary to go beyond 3 standard deviations in either direction.
Applying the normal curve to our preceding problem situation where
the mean of che distribution is 71.6 ca/ha and given that one standard
deviation is 20.856 cA/ha.

68.262 of the farmers should obtain a harvest between

71.6 + 20.856 50.744 and 92.456 ca/ha

95.442 of the farmers should obtain n harvest between

71.6 4 41.712 29.888 and 113.312 co/ha

and

99.742 of the farmers should obtain a harvest between

71.6 + 62.568 9.032 And 134.168 ca/ha

Although the probabilities haw been shown for + 1,2, 61 3 standard
deviations, by use of the table on page 72 the probability for nny
range, or the ranve for any desir,:d probability can be determined.
This is an extremely useful fLature In Anelysing sample data.

5 0
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Example I Probability for a Specified Range:

Q. Given the abotre mean of 71.6 and etaaderd_devistion of
20.856, what is the probability that farmers will obtain
a harvest bet.een 65 and 80 ca/he

To coemert a data item to standard deviation units, the following
formula is employed:

Data Item
expressed in
Standard Deviation
Units

Thus 65

Data Item Value - Mean Value
Standard Deviation Value

Data Item
65 -expressed in

SD Units 20.856

z_AWL
20.856

' 0.3164556 or -0.32 rounded off

Similarly 80 .

00 - 71.6
20.856'6

. 8.4
20.856

* -402761/ or + 0.40 rounded off

prom the table 2* standard deviation of .32 is equal to probability
of 12. Magid a standard deviation of .40 is equal to a probability of
15.5.42. Th. specified range thus encompasses a probability of 28.091.

Example 2 Determining the Range for a Specified Probability

Q. Given the above mean of 11.6 and Standard Deviation of
20.856 find the rarer. within which 951 of the harvest
la likely to occur.

Prom table 3**95% probability occurs in the range
4, 1.96 Standard Deviationsfrom the mean.

Since 20.856 ca/ha 1 standard deviation
20.856 1.96 1.96 standard deviations

. 40.88 ca/ha

Tharefore the appropriate range is

71.6 + 40.88 30.72 to 112.48 ca/ha.

* pfipC 1
fr* page 72
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DETERMINING PROBABILIM

Another utility of the normal distribution is that the probability of
occurrence of any item in a distribution con be determined, given the
distribution's mean and standard deviation.

'4\

---

S Standard Deviation
P Probability of

OCCUMBOCO

S: -3 -2

r: .137. 2.267.

Mean +1 +2 +3

15.877. 507. 84.137. 97.727. 99.877.

This is dons in effect by expressing the value of the item in question
tn terms of its standard deviation from the mean. and then measuring
the percentage of the area under the curve along the "x" axis from the
extreme left of the curve to the value of the item in question.

The probabilities are shown above for several selected standard
deviations, however they can be calculated for any value tram
- 3 standard deviations to + 3 standard deviations.
See the footnote mn table 2, page 71.

Thus, from our preceding problem situation, where the mean of the
distribution is 71.6 ca/ha, and the standard deviation is 20.856 ca/ha,
if we wished to know the probability of a farmer in this group obtaining
44 ca/ha we convert the 44 ca/ha Into standard deviation units and look
it up in the table, as follows:-

Data Item itxpressed 44 -
in SD Units 20.856

- 21.6
20.856

1-32336 - 1.32 Standard Deviations rounded off

which from table 2 is equal to 9.34 % probability. (50 - 40.66)
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NON - NORMAL DLSTRIINITIOR

filen if a series of data ia not distributed in a normal fashion,
calculation of the standard deviation can still prove useful for
management analysis. Regardless of how a series is distributed,
die following formula can be used to determine the minimum percentage
of probability of items that will be included in a given range.

Where

(1 ) x 100
NS2

NS number of standard deviations
MP

from the mean

HP Minimum percentage of items, or
probability that items will be
included within the range

Alternately, the number of standard deviations tan be determined, given
the percentage or probability desired, from the following formula

NS 1

MP
Ai 1 100

Some useful reference points dyrivtd from thw above formulae are
tabulated below:

Numbs*. of Standard Minimum Probability
Deviations from the that items will be
Mean (NS) included in the range (MP)

1.1 1/.36
1.22 32.81
1.41 50
1.5 55.56

66.6
2 75
2.5 84
3 88 89
3.16
4

4.47

5

5 3

90
93.75
95

96
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STANDARD Dia Or THE MEAN

'Because we have been working with sample data, rather than the actual
total population, thc man that we have derived is only a mean of the
sample. rather than the true mean. Before presenting our findings
to management, therefore, Lt is importaat that this difference'be
taken into consideration. Otherwise our findings will be limited to
only the sample population itself and we will have derived no benefit
from sampling. Emmet distribution theory can be used to estimate
the likelihood that the true swan lies within a given range of the
sample mean. By use of the following formula,lwe calculate the
Standard Error of the Mean:-

Where

SEM Standard Error of the Mean
S Standard Deviation of the Sample

Size of the Sample

In effect, thy standard error is a standard deviation which measures
the extent to which values estimated from samples differ from the
true population value.

Thus in the foregoing situation, whyre the sample mean was 71.6. the
sample size 50. and the sample standnrd deviation was 20.856. the
standard error of the mean is thus:-

/20.8562SEM
'4 50

r434.97
A: 50

y j 8.6994

2.95

Tbe magnitude of tht. MaxiMUM possible error can be expressed by dividing
the Standard Error of thy Mcan by the Mean its,lf, and describing it as
n pwrcentage thus7

Magnitude ilM x Where

M mwan
which in this cis.: is 2'95 x 100 4.12 or about 4 percent

;1.6

1 "n-1" is us.d rather thin "n" where thy sample size is less than 30.
If the ;Ilse of thy popuiation ls known, the above formula is
modified Is follows:

E / / x (1

P. )

54
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commace INTURFAL AND STANDARD ERROR OF THE MEAN

The sivnificance of calculating the Standard Deviation and the
Standard Error is we can now apply the findings from the ample
survey data to the total population-and be confident (within
ripecified limitations) that it is an accurate representation of
thy trve situation.

Since tho Standard Error is a special case standard deviation, its
probabilities ore determined from the normal curve in the same
manner as che standard deviation previously described. Thua +1
standard error represents 4 probability (or coofideace) of
64.267. that the true mean lies within this rangy of thy sample
mean. /n our example where the sample mean is 71.6 and the
standard error of the mean 2.95, therefore we can tate with a
confidence of 68.26% that the true mean of the population lits
between

71.6 + 2.95, or 68.65 and 74.55 ca/ha

To Obtain the ganpe

Depending upon the confidence with which wy wish to express our
findings, the number of standard errors of the mean to utilise
can also be determinyd fram the "Normal Curve and Related
Probability Table" on page 72.

For example, if wy wieh to have 7 confidence of 99.5%, from the
table a range of 2.81 standard errors of the mean would be
necessary.

In the example, since 1 standard error of the mean 2.S5
2.81 standard errors of thy mean would be 2.95 x 2.81 + $.2895 co/ho
from the sample mean of 71.6,or between 63.3105 and 79.8895

To Obtain the Confidence Level

Alternately, if manarement specifies the range within which it
wishes the data presented, we can indicate the confidence that we
haw in that range by calculating is follows:

secaleatedermaManan
1 standard error

number of standard errors of the
mean utilized

For examnle, in the above situation, if managyment wanted the answer
within 1 ca/ho, our confidence would be calculated as follows:

2.95 .339 or rounded off .34 standard errors of the mean

which funs the table glws us a prebnbIllty of 26.62%.
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STANDARD ERROR OF A PERCENTAGE

The concepts of probability an, equally applicable to other measures,
besides the mean. Another measure of general interest is the
percentage. For instance. management might wish to know the extent
to which low productivity was a problem in tainted paddy areas.

Using the data sample on page 0 and making an assumption that 60+ ca/ha
is the satisfactory cut-off point, from our sample of 50, we observe
thee 13 of those reported, or 13/50 26 percent fall in the problem
area. What inference can then be drawn about the population that was
sampled, from this sample information?

First, we must determine the probable sampling error the estimated
percentage. The formula for this is as follows--

Standard Ert..r
of a Percentage (100 - P1 x P

Whore

SEP 0 Standard Error of a Percentage
100 Constant (100)

P Sample Percentage
N 0 Sample Size

Thus, substitutIng our data in the abovel

(100 - 26) x 26

ti
50

74 x 26
1 50

I 1924
50

e

6.2

To get a picture of the mannitude_ of the possible error, we divide the
Standard error (If the Percentapv by the Sample Percentage, and express
it as a percentaFe am follows

Magnitude . SEP x 100

Thus the error in this case could be an much as 6.2 x 100 23.85,
26or almost 241.

1 'N-1" is used rather than "11" where the sample size is less than 30.
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CONFIDENCE INTERVAL AND STANDARD ERROR OF A PlDtCENTAGE

Similarly, confidence associated with the sample percentage can be
calculated, as it pertains to the true percentage desired by management.

Tbus, where the sample percentage is 261 and the standard error of the
percentage 6.2%, we can state with confidence of 68.26% (1 standard
deviation) that the true percentage of the population that is
unsatisfactory lies between

26 6.2 or between 19.8 and 32.2 %

By reference to the Normal Curve and Related Probability Table on page
the number of standard errcrs of the percentage to utilize can be
determined tot any desired confidence. For example, to determine Ow
minimum percentage unsatisfactory cases with confidence of 99.91,
from the table 3.27 standard errors of the percentage would have to be
substracted from the sample percentage.

Since 1 standard error of percentage 6.21

3.27 SEP 6.2 x 3.27 20.27

or a minimum of 26 - 20.27 5.73 it
By the same token, it could be as much as 26 + 20.27 46.27 percent.

Alternately, if management wanted the anrwer with a range of 5 percent,
we could provide that answer, with the reservation that aur confidence
was not very high, thus

NWhmtement tolerated error
1 Standard error of percentage

72

number of standard errors of tha
percentage utilized

For example, in the above situation, a range of 5 represents 2k on each
side of the sample percentage, thus

- 0.4 standard errors of the percentage
6.2

From the table, this converts directly to confidence level of 31.087..

These concepts were discussed earlier on pages 18through 27in
establishing the survey to determine the appropriate size sample to
be taken, using best guesses for the mean and the standard deviation,
wlth specified tolerances. Once the sample has been taken, we merely
reverse the process using the actual data drawn in the sample to determine
that which we had previously guessed at.
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STANDARD ERROR Of THE MEAN FOR 5TRATIFIED RANDOM SAMPLE

The, formula for calculating the standard error of a mean obtained
through stratified random ample is a little more cumbIrsome. It
is in affect a weighted standard error, since we must take into
account the fact that each of the stratified"groupings" (stratum) has
its own standard error. First the mean and standard error of each
stratum is calculated in the same manner as before, then the overall
standard error is calculated from the following formula,

Standard Error of a isse2 p2
Stratified Mean

ioo

Where

SEM Standard Error of Mean
of each Stratum

P Weighted Percantage of
each Stratum Population

100 Constant 100
For oxample, given the following situation

A

Province

Bataan
Bulacan
N. Ecija
Pampanga
Pangasinan
Tarlac

Total

B C D E r
Ha % of Total Stratification Ha Actually Standard

Dermseed Ha Damaged (HiA to be Surveyed) Surveyed Error
A

1(3.1 2 x 4
2
) + (4.2

2

2.000 4 14 25 3.1
9,250 20 72 40 4.2
9,250 20 72 106 3.5
15,000 33 119 98 2.4
3,500 s 29 27 1.4
7,000 15 54 69 2.1

46,000 100% 360 375

x 20
2
) + (3.5

2
x 20

2
_P.+ (2.4

2
x 33

2
) + (1.4

2
x 1

2
) + (2.1

2
x IS

2
)

100L

r)(

el (9.61 x 16) + (17.64 x 400) + (12.25 x 4)0) + (5.16 fc 1089) + (1.96 x 64) + (4.41 x 229
1)000

I
153.76 + 7056 + 4900 + 6272.64 + 125.44 + 992.25

10000

19500,09
10000

1.95 1.396

or 1.4 rounded off

Note: The percentage of each stratum to be gurveyed is used, not the
percentage actually survayed, otherwise some areas would be
overrepresented and others underrepresented in the final result.

5 8
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ESTIMATINC CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FROM SMALL SAMFLES

In the discussion () sample size, I indicated earlier that in general, at losst
30 measurements shoild he drawn from a ?opulation t) make a useful quantitative
anelysis. in some situations however, it may be impractical to draw this many,
samples, but nevertheless an analysis is still called for. What can one do?

One corractine feature which we employ to offset the small sample size Is to use
"N-1." rather than "N' in the various equations, as indicated In the footnotes.
A problem remains in calculating confidence estimates however. Generally, the
problem with A small frequency distribution is that it tende co be much MOrtt
widely dispersed than the normal distribution of the population from which it is
drawn. As the samples become smaller, the difference between them and the true
population tend co become greater.

Fortunately, for our purposes, a distributtni has been calculated, -- known as
the "Student's T", -- which we can utilize to arrive at a statement of confidence.
The procedure is somewha^ different from the foregoing however.

I. We calculate the Standard Error as before.
2. Then the -r- Table an page 73 is used to obtain the value for "T"

for different sample sizes, for any specified level of confidence.

Note: Instead of Sample Size (N), the column is headed
"Degrees of Freedom". For our purposes here this is "N-1".

Thus, for example, if we only had a sample size of 15 and desired
to present our findings with a confidence of 95%, the "T" value
would be 2.145, corresponding to 14 degrees of freedom and 95%
probability from the table.

3. To obtain the Range within which the true mean lies, associated
with sny given confidence level and sample size.

Multiply the Standard Error by T.

Thus, given a standard error of 2.97 and a sample mean of 71.6
in tho above situation, the range would be 71.6+

2.97 x 2.145 6.37 or

65.23 through 77.91.

4. To obtain the Confidence Level, associated with any range, the
procedure is re.ersed, thus

Aangtv
T

Standard Error

which must then be looked up in the table for the appropriate sample
size.

Thus given a sample size of 11, a standard error of 2.244 and
management's desire for an answer within + 5, the value of T is

- 2.228

which corresponds to a probability of 95%.

If this All sounds terribly complicated, the way to avoid it is to
take larger samples::

5 9



ractices in order to improve results. For example, under the Nesagana
?ogram avrnLltil1ty and utilization of creit was seen as a major
ictor which could increase formers yields.

ellever possible, such recommendations are made on the basis of carefully
sluated experiments, particularly technical recommendations such as
propriate amounts of fertiliser per hectare. Sometimes, however when
want to change policies, we often have nothing better to go on than
tuition and common sense. At other times, the need to do something is
great that there is no chance for pre-testing.

these circumstances, lt 11 appropriate that the impact of the recommended
tinges be evaluated ss soon as practicable to determine whether the change
s in fact beneficial, and thus daould be continued, or whether it was
significant, or even detrimental, in which case management would want
rescind it.

Es is quite a complex area for analysis, and generally beyond the scope
this limittd feet. However, just to wht the appetite, i'd like to
>vide an example of 0.,e simplest cf these correlation analysis techniques
hear relationship between two vari7bles.

! followiag formula can bt used for this analysis:

M:XY :Y

N' x2 (x)2 "y2 -, 'WO
above Ls quite a formidnb

calculated without too much

2

'fit:re

r coefficient of correlation
x 1st variable valoes
y 2nd iriable values

le lookine, formula, but actually it can
difficulty, ond provides rock extremely

ful guidance.

I. In effect, from a paired set of den values, 1 coefficient of
correlation "r" is calculated. This is awn compared against
a scale ranging from - 1.) to + 1.0, whirr, is inrerprcted as
follows:-

COEFFICIENT OF
CORRELATION

- 1.0

+ I.

2. 3y squorine the
atzributak,le to

INTERPRETATIf.IN

Perfcct "Negative Correlation" (i.e. As
"(" increas:s, "Y" decreases).

No correlation discernable.

Perfect "Positive Correlation" (t.e. As
"X" increases, "Y" incr2ases also).

coefficient of corrtlation, the mmouut of variation
the i.njependert varlrble can be calculated. Thus

Fercentaec of
Variation of Y 100 r2
attributnt,li: to X

3. Alternately, thc percontike )f v3riation can also
be identified

Percent,age of

Variation of Y 100 (1 - r2)
which ie not attributable to X

The magnitue.? If these mensoremeite provide management an
indication whether further inveatigation Ls called for.

6 0
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LINEAR CORRELATION OF TWO VARIABLES

Lot us illustrate the use of the above formula with an example.

Management is interested in knowing whether the availability of credit
had any impact upon yields. Sample data revealed the following:

Independent
Variable

X

Losns;Pesos)
X

Dependent
Variable

Y

Yieldsca/ha)
Y

The folIosang table is then developed to
determine the values of the various
element8 in the f..imule:

XY X
2 y2

110 25 2150 12100 625
210 14 2940 44100 196
370 34 12580 136900 1156
420 59 24780 176400 3481
560 60 33600 313600 3600
640 43 27520 409600 1849
770 81 62370 592900 6561
850 79 67150 722500 6241
900 99 89100 810000 9801

X 4830 Y .44 494 322190 c',../(2j413218100 33510

N Nwmber of Fairs 9

Substituting in the formula,

N '&XY -

:Qx2 - (x)2 -

we have

(9 x 322790) - (4830 x 494)

x 32l8100)- 49302 x 33510)- 4942

2905110 - 2386030

.128962900 - 2:4328900 ,1301590 - 244036

519080

N 5634000 V 57554

519080 519080
2373.6 x 239.9 569436.5

Thu(' r .912

and r
2

.832

Thus the variation En yields which can be attributed to
changes tn the amount of credit Is 100 r2 or

100 x .912 2
83.2 pe:cent

and the unexplainable varkarion is

100 - 93.2 ''.8

Mote: When "r" is based on sample data, an allowance must also be made
for the fact that it is subject to sampling error.

The standard error for
I - r 2

the correlation coefficien..: -,4
n - 2

6 1



LINEAR RANK ORDER CORRELATION OF TWO MIMES

rae foregoing analysis Nave rise to xtensive arithmetic becouso it compared
the actual values of each data pair.

A simplified approach is to rank order each data pair and then compare the
rank orders using the following modified formulal

4 ..1011
1 3

Where

1 constant 1
6 constant 6
d difference between X and Y
n number of pairs

Thus for the previous illustration we would have
Difference

7aria6le Rank Order Variable Rank Order Between Rank
X X Orders X acid Y

Difference
Squared

110 9 25 e 1 1
210 8 14 9 1 1
370 7 34 7 0 0
42J 6 59 5 1 1
560 5 60 4 ) 1
641 4 43 6 2 4
770 3 81 2 1 1
i150 2 79 3 1 1
`i00 1 99 1 o 0

10

Subtituting

r .6 x 10 ) 60(
729 - 9

)

r - 60
1 - .083 .917

720

and r2 .841

Thus uank ordering considerably simplifies computation. However, it also is
less ac:urilte than using the actual data It is a useful technique therefore
when "probing" to determine whether a correlation might exist.

1 Known as the Spearman Rank Order Correlation
(Noto: .lot use it if you hive "ties" in either of data series for
a-xampla i,2,;.-2.5. 4 inatesd-of 1.2,3,4)

6 2
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&EGRESSION ANALYSIS

trequently, management desires to make forecasts to establish
realistic targets, and/or make predictions for policy analysis,
based upon current trend information. This con be done by a
technique known as regression snalysts, which develops the
"line of least squares" in the available (Into.

For example, continuing the previous illustration where the
correlation between yields and loans was made, management might
want to determine the appropriate loan size to achieve a particular
level of production, Assuming a linear cause/effect relationship.

Essentially,
two simulta
correlation
formula for

a -,

the line of least squares is obtained by solving for
neous equations with the data developed for the
analysis, and then substituting the values in the
a straight line,

Y m + bX where

value of the Y axis data
value of the X axis data
the point where the
line intercepts the Y axis,
and the value of x is 0

the slope of the line,

determined quantitatively
as Y value

X value

The line of least squares is found by solving for the following Ywo
equations.

(1) .

(2) XY

This can be illustrated with the
following page.

where

Y sum of Y values
X sum of X values

XY sum of XY values
n number of pairs of data
X2 w sum of X2 values

date from page 60, as shown on the

6 3
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EXAMPLE OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Prom pagv 60

(1) 494 w 91 + 4830 b

(2) 322790 4830a + 3218100b

.t X 4830
Y 494

;XY 322790
4. x2. 3218100

First we can simplify 4Auntion (2) by dividing it through by 10, thus

(3) 32279 483p + 321810b

Next we must eliminate one of the unknowns(either "a" or "b") from both
equations. (1) and (3). This we can do by testing for a multiplier
that will set 94 equal to 4830,by dividing 493 by 9 thus:-

483
--- 53.66666
9

We MOW multiply equation (1) by the multiplier to obtain equation (4),
and round off, thus

(4) 26511 w 483a + 259210b

Subtrnct equation (4) from equation (3)

3?279 483a + 321310b
- 26511 483a + 259210b

5./68 w 0 + 62600b

Therefore b 5768
62600

. .092

Substitute this value of "b" in zquation (1)

494 w 9a + (4830 x .092)

transposing, 91 494 - 444.36 or 49.64

therefore 49.9 64 5.52

These two values for "n" and "b" can then be substituted in the straight
lins equation Y a + bX

Y w 5.52 + .052X

Graphically, a line of least squares can be plotted from any two data
values in the table. For example,

Where X 110 Y 5.52 + (.092 x 110) . 5.52 + 10.12 15.64

and where X 900 Y 5.52 + (.092 x 900) 5.52 + 82.8 1;1.32

By extrapolation and inspection, thc values of either X or Y can be
estimated for a given value of Y or X. These values can also be obtained
by calculation, usinF either formula Y a + bX or X Y

For example, to determine the appropriate loan size in order to obtain
a harvest of 100 cn/ha, from the preceding data and assuming a linear
relationship.

X 100 - 5.52 . 94.48 1026.96
.092 .092

or approximately 1027 pesos rounded off.
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itCNIFILANCE

Sample surveys ars often requested by manegement becauee they want
information about an area of interest on which, for one reason or
another, little or no data exists, -- For example, to assess the impact
of a typhoon on rice plantings and/or harvestings which are underway.
Other times new data may he required for en impoecant prceram or policy
decision -- such as whether to chenge the raee of fertilization for 4
particular seed variety during the dry leason, Sometimes sampling is
seen as the most efficient method of gathering regular serie of earn
such as the Bureau of Agricultural Econemice Quarterly Survey on dice
Proeuction.

Often however, sample urveys are conducted to assist the program
manager in identifying his strong and weak areas, and to elonitor thc
degree to which the program is living up to expeetations. When regular
program reports are received on key tneicators from "ineerested"
practitioners,pertodic .oempling of data in the field ey 'objec,ive"
evaluators can give indications as to the quality of those reports.
For instance, does thy sample survey indicate ehe Fame level of production
as is being reported, or does it differ? If it does vary, Z ie dorth
worrying about: i.e. ie it "within the ballpark"? We can improve upon
the subjectieicy of this question by asking "is the variation
statistically signifioant?"

The size of the Standard Deviation is one useful indicater cf the quality
of program implementation. Since the sample data should hrve been
gathered in a random fashion from a reletively homogeeeeus popslation,
the actual spread of the data should not vacy much it aesolute amount if
all aspects of the process are well managed. A email standard oeviation
represents a narrow range Ind a relacIvely tightly managed progrem,
whereas a large standard deviation represents a wicle date range and
consequently much wider tolerances, pointing the need fer fotlow-up
and improvement. Of course, "Small" and "le:ge" arc reiacive teems
depending upon the subiect under study en agriculture. ehertee
carefully controlled experimental plots mry preduee ce.eieJcentiy good
yields; many individuils with different mentel faeming under
varying physical conditione will predece ieely earying eereel.:s.
Nevertheless, the distribut4on should iollow a sermel patt.!rn under most
circumstances.

When results occur which are unlikely to hive hepp..:ned by ehance, they
are labelled "statistically significant". The etatisticA significance
is of course based upon probability, When statistieelly sigaificant
data are identified In program analysis, thie ie an irc'cazion to
menagement that something unueeei is happening that. warreece attention.
If we are trying to make something unusual happen, it ic good. Tf we
are not it indicates that something is wrong for eicher Lhere is an
anomaly in program implementation which reeuireq remeniel aetoe. or
the data reported ie in error. In any _.'ier,t, w, .1t1.1.1.1 -:ake

aware that samethine enusual is happenine.

Before raising alarms hewever, the !nit!ai a%ra,mpcio:1 a homogeneous
population groupine (and hu the expectatioe oe ea! 1.eir'ee.len
pattern) should be veeified. For addee conf:dleee .n eeareh..r:, :oe
false/erroneous darei reeorts, the date ehoe_e e. ;:q t) whether
it ie below the minimum expectations lot a oorrormaj

There are eeeeral te:tc ehieh ,ein he aenlied t, eet3 te eec-.reinc
their significance, deeenning upon ibe Lrultee eeme .f .oee. will be
discussed on the fellowIng eages.
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SIGNIIICOCE Turtsc FOR A MFAN

A manager needs data to assist him in the decision making process. To
meet this [weds regular reports are furnished by the various operating
departments. and to supplement these, sample surveys are conducted on
special interest areas where it is not practical to obtain regular reporting.
Periodically management should evaluate thy qualiCy of Its regular reports
by means of an independent sample survey. This Is particularly necessary
where the "operators" usually report on their own performance, but It is
worth restating that rarely is "1001" reporting one hundred percent
accurate, even when no vested interests are involved. There is no
possibility of attaining absolute certainty even through sampling.
however sampling results can be expressed in terms of probabilities.
By significance testing the accuracy of the reported data can therefore
be judged.

The procedure for significance testing is as follows:

1. Establish the following hypothesis, known as the "Null" hypothesis:-

There is no statistically significant difference
between the samplt mean and tht reported mean

2. Determine the criteria for significance; i.e. thy minimum acceptable
probability that the smosple mein could have Len drawn from
population with the reported mean.

3. Then test the Hypothesis.

n. Calculate "Z" where

2 . Sample Mein - Reported Mean
Standard Error of the Sample Mean

b. Laok up the value for "Z." in the table on page 74.

Z indicates the probibil' y (percentage of occurrences) that
the sample mean and the .., rted mean could have come from
the same population.

c. 17 Z IS LOWER than management's minimum acceptable level,
THE HYPOTRESIS IS REJECTED, and we conclude THERE IS A
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE.

IF IS EQUAL TO OR GREATER than management's minimum
level. THE HYPOTHESIS IS ACCEPTED and set conclude

'AERE IS NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE.

NOTE: Statistically. we cannot prove or disprove a hypothesis.
We can only indicat, the probability of it being as statod.

An example should clarify this.

A province reports that the average pally yield is 85 ca/ha. However,
a sample survey in that province indicates that tie. avtragt yield is
only 78 caPia, and th, Standard Error of th, Sample Mean is calculated
as 3.8.

I. Null Hypothesis - There is no statistically significant difference
between 78 Ind 35 ca/ha.

2. Minimum acceptabl, probability is 51.

1. Z 78 - 85 -7
3.8 -37;

b. From the tahlt on page 74

- 1.84 3.291

Since Z is lower than management's minimum, the Hypothesis is
rejected and we conclud, there IS a significant difference.

6 6
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TYPE 1 AND TYPE 11 ERRORS

By relying upon the results of significance tests in the above situation INmalseuent
runs the risk of making what Ls known as a TYPE I ERROR.

TEST INFERENCE AND ACTION ACTUAL SITUATION HET EY IC7'

There 13 a significant difference. 1. Thert IS a significant Corr.dct Interence
The Hypothesis is rejected. difference.

2. There really is NO TYPE I FRROI MADE
significant difftrence.

Management is too "uptight".

The risk management takes under thtsw circumstances is to criticize the r:port..!rs
unjustly. and/or look for problems in a reporting situation whert nont exiit.
The chances of making such en error can be reduced by lowering the miaimum acceptable
probability. For instance, in the last example there is no siguificanc oil-fertnce
at thy 3.29% level.

In the event that there is no significant difference indicated, and ihe
is accepted. management faces another risk, known as a TYPE T. rror.

TEST INFERENCE AND ACTION ACTUAL SITUATION

There is NO significant difference. I. There is NO significant
The Hypothesis is accepted. difference.

2. There is 0 significant
difference.

Management is "too lax".

NZT F7FECT

Correct inference

TYPE II ROP. MADE

The risk management takes under these circumstances is to overlook poor reporting;
and fall to take corrective action where it is needed. The chances of making
such an error can be reduced by raising the minimum acceptable probability.
Thus management should indicate whether it is more important to avoid Ty:,: 7 errors.
or Type /I err::rs. or whether both are equally as critical.

Tor example if management's minimum acceptable-'probability had been 2% in tt,e
above example, where Z 3.21% no significant difference would have Seer ,1.1c-ved.

It would not have ahown up as significant until management had raised its crttPi-ta
to 3.289%.

Study the sketch btlow to make sure you understand these concepts.

Significant
Difference

(

Management\ 7Minimum /

Acceptable/

90 Signifies
Difference ,

/Sample\
Mrsm

Reported

Mean
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SIGNIFICANCE TEST/NC TOR A PERCENTAGE

Significance testing for a percentaet employs the Z-test in much the same
way as for a mean. There are two principal differences however.

1. The Z-test only gives accurate results when the percentage
and/or the number of samples is relatively large. The rule
of thumb is to utilire Z test uhen a combination of

number of e reported perceotaiget 500 ot moresamples

Tor example 10 samples x 50 percent

Otherwise the distortions are Coo great and a more exact
method must be used.

2. In calculating the standard error of the sample percentage
the "reported percentage" is used instead of the "sample percentage".

The formula is:

z lemple Percentage - Reported Percentage
Standard Error of Percentage

for example, a province reports that 85% of its supervised farmere
are being visited by the extension technician during the month. A sample
survey of 25 farmers indicates however that only 602. were visited.

STEPS:

1. Test whether Z test is appropriate. Either (25 x 851 or
[25 x (100 - 85) ) should equal at least 500. Thetefore the
Z test is appropriate. 25 x 85 2125, 25 x (100 - 85) 375.

2. Establish the null hypothesis

piaci*
isAilo statistically significant difference

etween the sample percentele and the reported percentage.
3. Management establishes the minimum acceptable probability at 57..

4. Calculate Standard Error of Percentage using "reported percentage".

SEP (100 - P
eJ

x P

Where

P Reported Percent 85
N Sample SLZQ . 25

2/(100 - 85) a 85
25

15 x 85 . /1275
25

' 51 7.14

5. Calculate Z

a. Z 60 - 85
7.14

- 25
7.14

- 3.5

b. From the table on page 74

- 3.5 less than .1392.

Since Z is lover than management's minLmum. th.: hypothesis is
rejected and we conclude there is a significant difference.

SIGNIFICANCE TESTING -- CONCLUSION
Significance tests can be extremely useful in "quality control" of adminis-
trative program management processes, by checking regular reports against
random semples. Also improvements over tim can be evaluated by following
up sn earlier random sample mwi comparing the significnce of the changes.
1 Or (100 - reported nercentage) 6 9
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PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

The final stop in the survey process as far as you are concerned
is to present the findings of the study. This is a very critical
phase. In fact it is the point of the whole exercise. Designing
questionnaires, interviewing, and statistical manipulations of
various kinds were just a means to the end - providing rummers to
management and possibly furnishing them with some additional insight.
into a program for which they have responsibility. Many well
conceived, planned, and executed surveys fail miserably at this
stage because they do not communicate with their intended audience.
Remember management has not had the experiences that you have just
had in travelling, interviewing, researching and analyzing this
survey data -- so it la difficult for them to empathize with you.
They will only know what you tell them plus ahy Lmpressiona they
may have gathered through judgement sJ,:: les of their own, and other
reports. It is your job to see that t,ey get the message loud and
clear.

A frequent problem I. that after doing all the foregoing work, survey
technicians are reluctant to summarize. They want the boss tc see
all the detail f everything they did so that he doesn't utilise'
anything. Nothing is left out, no matter how insignificant. Unfor-
tunately in such cases he usually misses everything, becauso after
picking up the weighty tome and ruffling its pages, it is set aside
until there is time to read It thoroughly, 4- a time which rarely
comes to the busy executive.

The first principle of report writing therefore is to purge --
drastically! The second principle is to simplify what is left.
And theo, Summarize! If you must include details because they are
too precious to throw away, consider putting them in a technical
appendix in which other researchers and technicians may delight to
wallow but which the manager may ignore if he chooses. Above all
else -- provide the reader with a osepaget_alutsma of the purpose
of your study, your findings and your conclusions. If you don't
get it on one page, you haven't purged, simplified and summarized
enough.

Presentation is a whole sublect in itself. I will therefore limit
myself to a few major points, and leave the rest to others.
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MAJOR FOLKS IN WRITING SURVEY REPORTS

Avoid "tychnical jargon" unless you are sure that your
intended readier is completely familiar with it.

Round off numbers whyrtver possibly, it won't usually
distort a thing. Even though you may have been gathering
data in hectarts, or tven tenths of hyttares, ahtn the
final ryport is writttn you will probably be dealing in
thousands, tens of thousands, even hundred; orthousands;
so avoid data clutter and round off.

Use graphs instead of tablys wherttver possible -- uaually
it is the trend of thy data that is liportant rather than
the precise numbers. Tberyfory identify th point you ere
trying to make, thyn maky it. simply.

Where you do use tablys - whenever possible get all tne data
on one page. There is nothing that will distract a reader
from gleaning the messagt from your table more than having
to flip paves.

Tables should be orsnnised so that 3 single messagy is
highlighted. Comprehensive matrixes of basic data are
only umoful for research..rs to analyze -- they do not
communicate cc management until they are interpretvd.
If you neyd th, comprehtnsive table - the appendix ts the
plat, for it. Extract from it the point you wish to make,
nnd then prepar ... a condensed version in the text at the
appropriate point.

After using a table, summ:rize in Ole narrative wtr..t the
reader is supposed ta lyarn from studying it. Som.. people
have a mental block againGt numbers lnA only read the text --
skipping over tables

If you nyed to go into detail on a point. and it woOd cluttErup thy text. t3ic a footnote. Remamber however that .1

footnote is best syen at the foot if the pipe on which :he
point la raised. "Footnot,s" r,legated to thy ba.ck nf the

st rarely. (if Ever) get reld in relation th.: points
they ire clarifying.

hiuglw space thy narvtive This fli,a in the lac, of must
research oriented training wher

.. doubl, spaced text is
required. but unless it is a dr,,ft wher, e3tynsive rewriteis to by yxpected, no useful purpose is served by double
spacing. It makes the report twice as bulky as it need be,
it Mletws piper, and it usually inhibits nadability becausethe "concept density" -- the number of tho,.1ghts per page --is halted!
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BRIEFINGS

In addition to the written report, be prepared to present an
oral briefing. Used wisely, charts, slides and graphs can be
much more effective in getting the mece.ge act se than volumes
of written documents.

If you have to present a briefing -- don't go at it alone.
Consult with media specialists. In addition to giving you appropriate
stimulating presentation techniques, and ideas, they will help
you avoid the most common "deadly sin" of researchers -- namely
transposing the pages of the written report to charts, and then
reedits& the words to the audience!

YjUr icb is to interpret the report's findings, not to read it.
The graphics are there to help you present the message.

You mutt practice to speak extemporaneously, with the graphics
as your notes. Tbi increases your eye contact and rapport with
the audience, keeps them awake and you alert. You shouldn't need
to read the report -- after all yov sbould be more familiar with
it than anyone else at this point. Above all, in briefinas speak
loud and clear -- it they can't hear you or understand what you
are saying -- yu arc not conmxinicating, and if you are not
communicating the results of your survey then there wasn't
much point in deing lt in the first place!

NVisage...l

This booklet was written primarily as an initial introduction to,
and overvieweof the statistical survey and analysis function for
the support staff of the Philippine National Food and Agriculture Coun-
cil awl related agencies untler the Hasagana Crop Production
Programa.

It is designed as a refresher cours- (in on-the-job training sessions)
for those who have forgotten most, if not all of the statistics
that they had in school, and for those who for ont reason or
another never learned. Subsequent use is intended as a ready
reference, with "cook-book" examples to improve recall for most
of the formulae when the need arises.

Obviously there is much more to the subtect than is contained
herein. A number of topics worthy of extensive treatment have been
simplified and summarized, while others have been completely ignored.
In doing this. I have tried to follow the "mini-skirt" principle

hociptag it long enough to cover the subject, and at the same
time, short enough to remain interesting!

Thus there should be plenty to appreciate and absorb and if it is tll
applied to everyday operations where appropriate, it should result
in siaintficant improvement in program monitoring and management.
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Source: A Million Random Digits witb 100.000 Normal Deviates. Rand Corporation;
The Free Preii. Glencoe. illinois, 1956.
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TABLE 2 - 71

THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION CURVE
(One Sid.: of the Mean)

Percentage of all values included within the range formed by the mean plusjor
minus) a specified number of standard deviation (SD) units-To calculate cuslUTative
probabilities see fnotnote eIOw-

SD
units .00 .01 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09

.0 00.00 00.40 00.80 01.20 91.60 01.99 .!,39 02.79 03.19 03.59

.1 03.94 04.38 04.73 05.17 05.57 05.96 .6.36 06.75 07.14 07.53

.2 07.93 08.32 08.71 09.10 09.48 09.87 10.26 10.64 11.03 11.4/

.3 11,79 12.17 12.55 12.93 13.31 13.68 14.06 14.43 14.80 15.17

.4 15.54 15.91 16.28 16.64 17.00 17.36 17.72 18.00 18.44 18.79

.5 19.15 19.50 19.85 20.19 20.54 20.88 21.23 21.57 21.90 22.24

.6 22.57 22.91 23.24 23.57 23.89 24.22 24.54 24.86 25.17 25.49

.7 25.80 26.11 26.42 26.73 27.03 27.34 27.64 27.94 28.23 28.52

.8 28.81 29.10 29.39 29.67 29195 30.23 30.51 30.78 31.06 31.33
.9 31.59 31.86 32.12 32.38 32.64 32.89 33.15 33.40 33.65 33.89

1.0 34.13 34.38 34.61 34.85 35.08 35.31 35.54 35.77 35.99 36.21

1.1 36.43 36.65 36.85 37.08 37.29 37.49 37.70 37.90 38.10 38.30
1.2 38.49 38.69 39.34 39.07 39.25 39.44 30.62 39.80 39.97 40,15
1.3 40.32 40.49 40.66 40.82 40.99 41.15 41.31 41.47 41.62 41.77
1.4 41.92 42.07 42.22 42.36 42.51 42.65 42.79 42.92 43.06 43.19
1.5 43.32 43.45 43.57 43.70 43.82 43.94 44.06 44.18 44.29 44.41

1.6 44.52 44.63 44.74 44.34 44.95 45.05 45.15 45.25 45.35 45.45
1.7 46.54 45.64 45.73 45.82 45.91 45.99 46.08 46.16 46.25 46.33
1.8 46.41 46.49 46.56 46.64 46.71 46.78 46.86 46.93 46.99 47.06
1.9 47.13 47.19 47.26 47.32 47.38 47.44 47.50 47.56 '7.61 47.67
2.0 27.72 47.78 47.33 47.88 47.43 47.98 48 03 48.98 4..12 48,.17

2.1 48.21 48.26 48.30 48.34 48.38 48.42 48.46 48.50 48.54 48.57
2.2 48.61 48.64 48.68 48.71 48.75 48.78 48.81 48.84 48,87 48.90
2.3 48.93 48 96 43.98 49.01 49.04 49.06 49.09 49.11 49.13 49.16
2.4 49.18 49.20 49.22 49.25 49.27 49.29 49.31 49.32 49.34 49.36
2.5 49.38 49.40 49.41 49.43 49.45 49.46 49.48 49.49 49,51 49.52

2.6 49.53 49.55 49.56 49.57 49.59 49.60 49.61 49.62 49.63 49.64
2.7 49.65 49.66 49.67 4e1.68 49.69 49.70 49.71 49.72 49.73 49.74
2.8 49.74 49.75 49.76 49.77 49.77 49.78 49.79 49 79 49.80 49.81
2.9 49.81 49.82 49.82 49.83 49.84 49.84 49.85 49.85 49.86 49.86
3.0 49.87 49.87 49.87 49.88 49.89 49.89 49.89 49.E9 49.90 49.90

1.1 49.90 49.91 49.91 49.91 49.92 49.92 49.92 49.92 49.33 49.93
3.2 49.93 49.93 49.94 49.94 49.94 49.94 49.94 49.95 49.95 49.95
3.3 49.95 49.95 49.95 49.96 49.96 49.96 49.96 49.96 49.96 49.97
3.4 49.97 49.97 49.97 49.97 49.97 49.97 49.97 49.97 49.97 49.98
3.5 49.98 49.98 49.98 49.98 49.98 49.98 49.98 49.98 49 98 49.98

3.6 49.98 49.98 49.99 49.99 49.99 44.99 49.99 49.99 41.99 49.99
3.7 49.99 49.99 49.99 49.99 49.39 49.99 49.99 49.99 49.99 49.99
3.8 49,99 49.99 49.99 49.99 49.99 49.99 49.99 49.99 4 0> 99 49.99
3.9 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00

Footnote: To calculate cumulative probabilities locate the value fnr the stan4ard
deviation shove. Then.

if the alpn Is * add 50. For example +Irsu - 50 + 34.13

if he sign is - suhtract frAm 10. F,-,r - 1 SD + 50 - 34.13

Source: Derived from Statistics for Manavement. B. J. Mandel, Dangary Publishing Co.
Baltimore, Md. 1966. Appendix C.
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TABLi, 3
1149 NORML CURVE ANIO RELATIO PROBABILITY

(Both SlAes of the :wan)

Et ,n rile irandArd Error - Pevcencage of Gccurrences falling within the rango
tItatud.,..78 0evtatto.9 - (97.9aabi2tt9 deatred)
or './.0va of 99." - (C4nfiden4.:,f, deatred)

I.00 .01 .02 .03 .04 .35 .05 .07 .08 .09

0.0 I 0G.00 00.80 01.60 02.40 03.20 03.99 04.7.1 05.58 06.38 07.180.1 1 07.96 04.76 09.56 10.34 t1.14 11.32 11.72 3.50 14.28 15.060.2 : 15.86 16.64 17.42 18.20 18.96 19.74 20.52 21.28 22.06 22.820.3 i 23.53 24.34 25.10 25.36 26.61'. 27.36 28.1' 28.66 29.60 30.34
0.4 I 31.08 31.32 32.56 33.23 34.00 14,72 35.44 36.i6 36.33 37.58
0,5 ' 33.30 39.00 39 70 4U.38 41.08 4.76 42.46 45.14 43.80 44.484514 4532 46.A3 47.0 41.78 48.44 49.08 49.72 50.24 50.980.7 . 51 60 52.22 52.34 53.46 54.06 54.68 55.28 55.38 56.46 57.040.3 . 5.62 48.20 53./1 5934 59.90 60.46 21.02 61.96 62.12 62.66C.9 63.18 63.72 64.24 64.76 65.23 65.78 66.30 66.80 67.10 67.28

, 63 26 68.76 69.12 69.70 70.16 70.62 71.08 71.4 71.93 72.22
1.1 7'i..9f.> 73.30 71.12 74.16 74.S3 14.93 75.0 7!7.30 76.20 76.60
1.2 ' ':.39 77.76 79.14 73.50 7.'.38 79.24 /9.60 7.:..r4 e19.31
1.1

. es; 94 99.94 31.32 11.64 31.93 82.10 82.62 82.54 83.24 83.54! 4 .91.34 84.14 84.44 34.72 15.02 35.30 3.i.53 35.84 86.12 86.3635,4 6.40 37.14 37.:0 31.24 81.33 38.12 38.36 88.58 88.821.5 39974 89.26 31.43 39.63 39.90 90.10 90.10 90.50 9C.70 90.90
'..7 41.'15 91.29 :1.46 9'.64 91.32 91.93 92.16 32.32 92.50 92.663 41.52 12.93 91.1Z 91 28 93.42 913 56 93.72 93.86 93.98 94.12
..5 74.26 9....)1 94.92 94.64 94.76 94.38 95.00 95.11 95.22 95.34

-5.56 95.66 95.75 95.36 95.56 96.15 39.16 96.24 96.342.1 96.42 95..2 96.,,0 96 65 96.16 96 84 36.92 47.00 97.08 97.14
97.27 97.:3 97 36 91.42 9".50 97.56 97.62 5:.63 57.74 97.802.3 97.36 97.92 9/.96 58.04 9:,.08 93.12 93.'8 "9.22 98.26 98.32

' q.i.13 93.40 93.44 93.50 93.54 93.53 98.92 93.64 96.69 98.72
75 93,39 18.J2 18..9 71:3 '1' ()1.1( 93.. 7..C! 99.04

2.6 .1 9:.06 99.10 32.12 19.14 99.13 1.20 49.22 99.24 99.26 99.28
2.7 ° "0 19912 39.34 99.i6 97.38 99.40 +9.42 99.=,4 99.46 99.482.3 19.48 99.5C 99.52 95 54 99.54- 99.56 99.56 99.53 92.60 99.621.9 99.57. 99.64 99.64 9) '6 99.53 99.63 11.70 19.70 09.72 99.7230 19.14 99.74 99./4 39..76 99 75 99.78 39.18 `.9.73 99.33 99.803.1 99.30 99.82 99.82 99.32 99.34 99.34 '9.94 99.94 99.66 99.863.2 ' 99.86 99.36 99.93 9;.11 99.33 19.3 15 .63 99.90 99.90 99.90
3.3 99.9C 99.90 99.90 91.92 99.92 99.92 9,.92 91.12 99.92 99.943.4 99.94 99.94 99.94 9,94 59.94 99.94 99.94 99.94 9994 99.963.- 99.16 49.96 99 96 9.96 99.96 99.96 99.9j., 99.96 99.36 99.963.6 99.96 99.96 99.98 19.93 99.98 19.98 99.93 99.93 99.98 99.983.7 91,91 91.9e 99.93 99.98 99.93 99.96 99.93 99.98 99.98 99.983.3 q9.98 99.90 99.18 V9.93 59.93 99.98 99.98 99.93 99.98 99.983.0 100.30 100.00 100.00 100,00 /00.00 100.00 100.00 100.30 100.00 100.00

Source. Derived fram Statistics for Manapement, B. J. MAnde1, DangaryPuhltshinp Co. Ba1r.1n9lre Md, 1966 Appendix
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TAILI 4 - 73-

STUDeNT "2" DISTRIBUTION

Value of "T" for the following Percentage Confidence Levels

Degrees
of Freedom* I 807. 907.

1 3.078
2 1.886
3 1.638
4 1.533
5 1.476

6.314 12.706 31.821 63.657
2.920 4.303 6.965 9.925
2.353 3.182 4.541 5.841
2.132 2.776 3.747 4.604
2.015 2.571 3.365 4.032

6 1.440 1.943 2.447 3.143 3.707
7 1.413 1.895 2.365 2.998 3.499
8 1.397 1.860 2.306 2.896 3.355
9 1.383 1.831 2.262 2.821 3.250

10 1.372 1.812 2.228 2.764 3.169

11 1.363 1.796 2.201 2.718 3.106
12 1.356 1.782 2.179 2.681 5.055
13 1.350 1.771 2.160 2.650 3.012
14 1.345 1.761 2.145 2.624 2.977
15 1.341 1.753 2.131 2.602 2.947

16 1.337 1.746 2.120 2.583 2.921
17 1.333 1.740 2.110 2.567 2.898
18 1.330 1.734 2.101 2.552 2.878
19 1.328 1.729 2.093 2.539 2.861
20 1.325 1.725 2.086 2.528 2.845

21 1.323 1.721 2.080 2.518 2.631
22 1.321 1.717 2.074 2.508 2.819
23 1.319 1.714 2.069 2.500 2.807
24 1.318 1.711 2.064 2.452 2.797
25 1.316 1.708 2.060 2.485 2.787

26 1.315 1.706 2.056 2.479 2.779
27 1.314 1.703 2.052 2.473 2.771
28 1.313 1.701 2.048 2.467 2.763
29 1.311 1.699 2.045 2.462 2.756
30 1.310 1.697 2.042 2.457

**
I 207. 107. 57. 27. 17.

957. 987. 997.

_1=,IFF...fferemMISICS_

"Degrees of Freedom" is a statistical term which represents tha number
of Independent pieces of information available about the variability
of a population. There ia no variability in a sample of one, oom
degree of freedom in a sample of two, and so forth. Each additional
observation adds one additional independent piece of information
about the population variance. In general, la a sample site of "n",
there are "n-1" degrees of freedom. For determining correlations
between two variables, in a sample size of "n" pairs, there are
"n-2" degrees of freedom.

** When the table is reed from the foot, the tabled values are to be
prefixed with a negative sign.

Source: Derived from Fisher end Yates* Statistical Tables for
BioLoeical. Agricultural end Medical Research,
Oliver and Boyd, Ltd., Edloburth.
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TABLE 5

- 74-

PERCENTAGE OF ONE TAIL Of THS NORMAL CURVE
AT SELECTED VALUES OF Z ROA THE ARITHMETIC MEAN

.00 .11 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08 .09

0.0 50.00 49.60 49.20 43.30 48.40 48.01 47.61 47.21 46.81 46.41
0.1 46.02 45.62 45.22 44.83 44.43 44.04 43.64 43.25 42.86 42.47
0.2 42.07 41.68 41.29 40.90 40.52 40.13 39.74 39.36 38.97 38.59
0.3 38.21 37.33 37.45 37.07 36.69 36.52 35.94 35.57 35.20 34.83
0.4 34.46 34.09 33.72 33.36 33.30 32.64 32.28 31.92 31.56 31.21
0.5 30.85 30.50 30.15 29.81 29.46 29.12 28.77 28.43 28.10 7' 76

0.6 27.43 27.09 26.76 26.43 26.11 25.78 25.46 25.14 24.83 24.51
0.7 24.20 23.89 23.58 23.27 22.96 22.66 22.36 22.06 21.77 21.48
0.8 21.19 20.90 20.61 20.33 20.05 19.77 19.49 19.22 18.94 18.67
0.9 18.41 18.14 17.88 17.62 17.36 17.11 16.85 16.60 16.35 16.11
1.0 15.87 15.62 15.39 15.15 14.92 14.69 14.46 14.23 14.01 13.79

1.1 13.57 13.35 13.14 12.92 12.71 12.51 12.30 12.10 11.90 11.70
1.2 11.51 11.31 11.12 10.93 10.75 10.56 10.38 10.20 10.03 09.85
1.3 09.68 09.51 09.34 09.18 09.01 08.45 08.69 08.53 08.38 08.23
1.4 08.08 07.93 07.78 07.64 37.49 07.35 07.21 07.08 06.94 06.81
1.5 06.68 06.55 06.43 06.30 06.18 06.06 05.94 05.82 05.71 05.59

1.6 05.48 05.37 05.26 05.16 05.05 04.95 04.85 04.75 04.65 04.55
1.7 04.46 04.36 04.27 04.18 04.09 04.01 0.92 03.84 03.75 03.67
1.8 03.59 03.51 03.44 03.36 03.29 03.22 03.14 03.07 03.01 02.94
1.9 02.87 02.31 02.74 92.68 32.62 02.56 0.50 02.44 02.39 02.33
2.0 02.28 02.22 02.17 02.12 02.07 02.02 31.97 01.92 01.88 01.83

2.1 01.79 01.74 01.70 01.66 01.62 01.58 01.54 01.50 01.46 01.43
2.2 01.39 01.36 01.32 01.29 01.25 01.22 31.19 01.16 01.13 01.10
2.3 01.07 01.04 01.02 00.990 00.964 00.93? 00.914 00.889 00.866 00.842
2.4 00.820 00.798 00.776 00.155 00.794 00r114 00.895 00.676 00.657 00.639
2.5 00.621 00.604 00.587 00.570 00.554 00.539 00.523 90.508 00.494 00.480

2.6 00.466 00.453 00.440 00.427 00.415 00.412 00.391 00.379 00.368 00.357
2.7 00.347 00.336 00.326 00.317 00.307 00.298 00.289 00.280 00.272 00.264
2.8 00.256 00.248 00.240 00.233 00.226 00.219 00.212 00.205 00.199 00.193
2.9 00.187 00.131 00.175 00.169 00.164 00.159 00.154 00.149 00.144 00.139

Source: Derived from Tables of Areas in Two Tails and in Ont Tail of the
Normal Curve, by Frederick E. Croxton. Copyright, 1949, by
Prentice Hall. Inc.
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SELECTRD BIBLIOGRAPHY

There is much more statistical "knowhow" than is covered by
this handbook. There are also innumerable texts un the
sub)ect. In fact. lodpini from the quantity, one can imply
that there is boch an extensive felt need to disseminate and
to receive statistical knowleke. Unfortunately, since
mathematic:4 t a science of concise notation, many of the
exports write about ,:tatistics in the same style -- long on
lymbolopy and formulae but 5hor- on explanations. If you
hsve a "mathematical mind" an4 can grasp equations and
their implications i'eadily the literature is wide open to
you, and there is OVNLY to chuose from. Otherwise you can
quickly vet lost -- pa-titularly in self-study -- and become
di.scouraged.

Three extremely userul readable books from which I personally
have -,eneficted, and recommend to the reader who wishes to
progress further, are aS follows:-

a.i. Mendel, Statistics for Management, Danpary
Puhlishinp Comptny, Baltimore, Maryland, 1966

M.J. Moroney, Facts from Figures., Penpuin Bu,aks,
Haltimore, Maryland, 1962
h

D. 441441, How to Lie with Statistics, W. W. Norton & Co.,
New York, 1454
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